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Richard ·Morse spoke at the Academic Senate meeting 
Monday afternoon about the . presidential search. (Dorian 
Stonie photo) 
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Search for President goes on 
New search begins 
-By Beth Germano 
The formation of another 
Presidential search committee 
is in the making but not 
with.out faculty criticism of the 
entire search process. 
In a speech before the 
University System of New 
Hampshire Board of Trustees, 
Saturday, Marion James, 
V NH chairwoman of the 
Facultv Caucus and Academic 
Senate said, "the faculty at the 
very least is disappointed at the 
negative outcome, and . is 
cynical about the nature of that 
search process." 
She said the search had 
.. distressing elements and 
implications," but she refused 
to detail any of those problems. 
"Some of my colleagues from 
different parts of the campus 
~~f!t_~sf me 'to be more specific, 
but I cannot d·o this here." 
Trustee Chairman Richard 
Morse, who will appoint the 
• new committee consisting of 
faculty, staff, students, and 
trustees hopes to announce the 
new members by the next 
trustee meeting in November 
.. The candidates, able and 
decent men, have not always 
been treated with sensitivity, 
and this may have been the 
University's loss,., she said. 
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· and bring the sea·rch to a close 
by the summer of 1984. T • • 
Morse is also appointing a }fil}fig 
special group of trustees to 
study the,.! Q,resent . search ·bad . ~or . process anu tm<t a way to I l 
expedite it so . another 
· unsucce·ssful search cari be · · · 
avoided. ·s· e··arch 
One possible change in the 
new committee, Morse said, 
wIII be to reduce its size to make 
meeting times easie·r and more 
convenient for the members. 
He hopes this will also help 
••speed up the process.'' 
- The announcem_e_n(t·o~fo-rni a 
. new committee was the result · 
of a 45 minute executive 
session, a move opposed only 
by former Search Committee 
Chairman Stuart Shaines. 
By Chris Heisenberg 
Poor timing, leaks, 
miscommunication and the size 
of the search ·committee were · 
reasons the first UNH 
Presidential Search Committee 
failed to come up with · ah 
acceptable candidate, accord-
ing to Board of Trustees 
Chairman Richard Morse. 
.. I'm not looking for villains, 
UNH critized • 1n crew report 
Shaines later said his vote 
against the executive session 
had nothing to do with the 
subject of the new search but . 
· and I hope no one else is," 
Morse told the Academic 
Senate yesterday. ••1 know a lot . 
of people are up~et, but I'm not 
worried." . 
By Maggie McKowen 
The US Coast Guard marine 
and boclting safety divisions 
h av e comp I ct c d·s: th cir 
investigation of April's crew 
accident. 
' UNH freshman Glenn David 
Hayes drowned while 
attempting to swim to . safety 
and other crew members were 
dumped into Great Bay. 
The Coast Guard report will 
be sent to Coast Guard .officials 
in Washington D.C. this ·week 
according to Lieutenant J. D. 
Blackman of Boston\ boating 
safetv division. 
·'.Tl£ status of. that (the' 
report) has not bec_cime 
·. releasable as of this date," 
Blackman said Friday. 
However. Cliief Warrant 
Officer Robert L. Smith said 
the report was'"critical" of the 
·U nivcrsity in an interview with 
WKX L radio in Concord. The · 
report was also heard on 
WTSN radio in Dover. · 
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according to station news 
director Don Bryant. · 
UN H Dire-ctor of Recrea-
tional S po-rtii' Mic hael O'Neil 
. 'iaid the report · had .. not 
become official." 
O'Neil said the Coast Guard 
report "'parallels the president's 
r'eport'' on the accident. · 
In April. UNH President 
_Evelyn · HandJer appointed 
Lennard Fisk, director of 
research. to head the 
President's Review Panel 
which was composed of UNH 
fire department and public 
. safety officials among others. that he had always been known 
Eighteen days aher the to oppose those sessions. 
accident the panel submitted a I he Orig In al Se a r Ch 
committee was disbanded 
report which was also crit ical~f . Octob·e_ r 5 · after Wi. lli·am· · the accident. · 
·uN H has tried to strengthen · Brown, US deputy assistant · 
. secretary of · state for Far 
requtrements a nd water safety Eastern affairs, withdrew his 
procedure for the crew team 
since the President's report, name from the candidacy. 
O'Neil said. Recent · speculation that 
Brown was · influenced to 
.. We're taking st eps ... . to, withdraw· because he d1·d ·not' 
change some of the things we · 
do ,with the program. The . receive the support of the 
biggest thing we've done is to trustees was alluded to in 
James' speech. · 
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••There has been a great deal 
of misinform~tion, a lot of 
rumours, most of which are not 
correct." Morse said. ··There 
has been som~ confusion, not 
just on campus; but also on the 
Board of Trustees." 
Morse said the search was 
hindered by its timing. ·•1t 
became necessary to bring the 
candidates during -the summer 
when few ·people were here." 
Morse added that .. undue .deiay 
on the part of the . search 
. MORSE, page 9 
Portsmouth greets 
a tall ship 
By Michelle Evans 
Near Portsmouth Harbor 
Saturday they sold German 
·frankfurters, New England fish 
chowder, . and souvenir T-
shirts. The Newmarket Militia, 
in colonial garb, played the fife 
and drums, and fired a cannon, 
scaring the children who waited 
in line to see the tall ship. 
The Gorch Fock, a 297-foot 
long tall ship from, West 
Germany, docked at Market 
Street in Portsmouth at 10:30 
a .m. on Oct. 14. It will set sail · 
again at IO a.m. on Oct. 20. 
The transatlantic crossing 
commemorates the 300th 
an.niversary of the first 
immigration to Pennsylvania 
by the German Menn·onites, a 
Protestant sect. This event was 
ceiebrated in Philadelphia. the 
ship's last port of call. .. 
· Each three month voyage 1s a 
tour of duty for up to 200 
cadets-in-training as career 
officers for the Federal German 
Navy. 
.. We don't want to teach 
them to sail, we want them to 
learn how a ve~sel reacts at 
sea," said · Lt. Commander 
Gerd Dressler, the Communi-
cations Officer and self-
described drillmaster. 
•• All naval vessels are highly 
sophisticated, but they are still 
ships, dependent on weather 
and wind." 
During the first four weeks 
of the voyage, cadets were 
trained to operate the ship's 
rigging and 23 sails. All rigging, 
hoisting. and trimming of the 
sails is done by hand. Wooden 
blocks and ropes are hauled to 
move two-ton yardarms. Six 
men are required to steer the 
rudder with three six-foot-high 
wheels. 
.. The most difficult part of 
traini'f!g is to learn the 170 
ropes by heart," Dressler says. 
· The ship left its home port of 
Kiel July 20. to sail · to the 
Canary Islands, San Juan, and 
Norfolk, · Virginia. The 
transatlantic crossing went via 
the Caribbean latitudes to take 
advantage of the trade winds. 
An engine is used when wind The Gorch Foc
k sailed into Portsmouth Harbor on Friday 
afternoon. (Rob Bossi photo) · 
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Christie • is living with disabilities at . irNll 
Part .one of a· two part series 
By Katheri~e O'Connell 
as a parHime stu.dent. I take now -my note-:-taker' will take 
. two courses a semester and I'm notes the way I want them. lt 
The gray haired man with the 
twinkirtg blue eyes deftly lit a 
cigarette. As he raised it to his , 
lips his other hand pressed the 
lever of his wheelchair. Ron 
Christie did all this despite 
paralysis from the shoulders 
down. 
Ronald Christie is 39 and has 
been paralyzed since he was 18. 
··sometimes I'm self-conscious 
if people are watching me, but 
usually I don't think about 
being · handicapped unless 
someone else brings it up." 
As a ' student at UNH for the· 
past three years, Christie has 
seen the University take great 
s t r i d e s - i ·n h e I p i n g t o 
ac::c::t>111odatc: the: r:1c:cd:s of 
handicapped stude9.ts. Despite 
••winters which are ,awful" and 
the lack of eievators in many 
buildings, he said he feels UN H 
has done a goo.d job making 
whee le ha i r 'st u d e n ts as 
comfortable as possible. · 
. Christie . was paralyzed in an 
auto accidnt when he was 18. · 
"'I was driving my · 
V olkswagon which went out of 
control." he said. •·1 was pinned 
in my car for 45 minutes and 
my leg· wrapped ·around the 
steering wheel twice. The 
d.octors told me if my . leg had 
· broken, my neck would have 
stayed intact." 
· But the accident left him with 
two fractured vertebrae and 
with limited upper b.ody 
movement. 
.. I had to learn to do things 
with my shoulders and to 
manipulate obj,ects with a wr-ist 
grip that · uses.~ gravity~·"' ,·- said 
Christie as he demonstrated 
how he picks tip a package of 
cigarettes without the use of his . 
fingers. 
.. My first electric wheelchair 
·in . 1969 was my greatest 
present," Christie said ... It gave 
me my first sense of freedom 
· for 12 years. I didn't need 
·anyone to push me anymore 
and I could take off and go to 
the mall and stay all day, and I 
did," he grinned. 
••1 don't date but Llike to go 
out a lot," Chri·stie commented. 
••1 go the the mall. I do my own . 
grocery shopping and I like-
going to movies with friends . 
Christie enrolled at the 
University of New Hampshire 
still undeclared, although I like m_akes things much_ ea~ier for 
psychology a lot," he sai~. ,. me to stud_y.". · s· • . 1. .. Things changed fast once I · Handicapped Student · . erv1ces . 0 
started school. I like studying Services has to arrange classes 
and being _on my own. It's been in rooll}s that are accessible for, 
.move -
so long since I've h~d thae· Christie. · . By Katharine O'Connell . down lhc stairs." 
Christie is now taking a course , Things . aren't easy for Handicapped Services may · The :lift is wide open and in · 
·in Criminology and an Christie. ••Jt take~ me a lot be moving from Huddleston · winter or had weather the ride 
Introduction to Psychqlogy. . longer to do things;" he says ... I . Hall into the MU B • over can bee old a·nd uncomfortahle. · 
..My first semester up here I get very . tired sometimes ... l Christmas break this year'. says Chris,ic. "It _also is verv 
had freshmen English .and boy,_ have to be constantly aware of. A d<tngerous chairlift outside slow." · -
wa.s that hard," he said ... I had my body. I have to be aware of Huddleston Dining Hall has Gregg Sanborn. Dean of 
towritefivepagesaweek.Ican any symptoms that signal . promp_tcd Handicapped Student Affairs : has heen 
only type with two levers som~thing is wrong. Usually a Services- to look for a new working · with Ch,:istie and 
attached to each hand and·. it pulsmg headache will tell me · location according to Sharon Kraft - 1. u n d · oh m·o v j n g . 
would take me forever. It was · thats.omething·isnotrightwith Kraft-Lund. Handicapped Hand icappnl Scn·iccs. 
hard but it was good for me. my lower body. I have different , Student Setvices Coordinator. :San horn agrees that the M lJ H 
My professor said I ·was a kinds of headaches that tell me ··we have twelve registered · ""is the best place to lr,catc the 
natural writer ·but I don't feel· different things: . , students in wheelchairs and it is · Hand ica 11 pL:d. Sc n 'ices f(lr 
comfortable with my writing. _ .. I can get re.ally sick without important for theni to have ,iccessih.i,lity and \ isi .hilit) 
Ken Sweet, a quadraplegic knowing it, if I'm not careful. I access to this office." Kraft- reason~:, 
and former professor at UNH hav·ehadseveralseverecasesof Lund said. Right now be.cause · 
helped Christie set up a peer pneum·onia and as a Catholic I · _of the- h~uardous chairlift. 
group for handicapped hav.ehadmylastritesfiveorsix . students in wheclchairsctinnot 
students in the Durham area. times," Christie smiled to· easily reach the Mficc. 
-The peer group became the soften the soberness of his Ronald Christie. spokesman 
springboard for ._Christie's words. for the physically disabled 
education: .. I was very active before my students o·n campus. said two 
.. Ken suggested I take accident and the worst part was years ago he became stuck on 
c·ourses," he .said .. .. I had been the idleness I felt," he said. ""But the-lift and hoth ihe police ~md 
· do_ing nothing for 21 years. I. realized that . I Ii.ad to accept fii·e departments ~,0re re4~1ircd 
·•I have an academic aid who what was going on. Sometimes to get hin1 down. Moments 
takes notes for nie this year,"he I bitched and griped and did after the rescue. "'the whole lit't 
says ... I used to.get a carbon of not like what was happening, · collapsed.'' Christie said. "'I 
another student's notes!_j:)_ut _ but eventually I had to stop would have been creamed had I 
dwell in~ on it. 'still been 'on it." 
Chri:-.tie ~aid at'ter that 
•r incident the lift was banned. 
Hut although the chairlift. "'has 
now hecn fixed, I rdusetotrust 
it. .. 
The barrier latch on .the lift 
. sometimes fails to Latch 
properly Christie said. "Ir a __ .SHARON KRAFT-LI ·,n 
person\ chair is too far 
forwa ~-d a na he is not ·pa.yi ng 
attention , the latc,h will not 
work correctly · a i1d he can 
easily drop off the lift. One 
person lost four teeth a- while 
ago fa.lling off the ramp in this 
way. A cable operated lift 
UNH student Ron C~ristie. (Thomas·en Madden photo) 
wo'ttld be much sakr.'' 
The exit at the top ol the i'ift 
is itlso ··extrerncly·dangcr[uis." 
says Christie . '"The r()om at the 
top is small. and mancu\cring 
into the building_'is trcaclicrous:' 
Many of the wheelchair 
students.are 'also spastics and a 
loud- ' hoise ca fl ca use an 
im oluntary motion. tr this 
happens as one is getting off the 
lift the person\ reflex reaction 
to tbc n-0ise could easil\' cause 
him t<) hit his · chair c-ontrols 
incorre0tly and send him right 
; 
_Sa~bqrn .says, i the , M Ll B 
Board _olCimcrnorsand MlJB 
director Jeff Onore arc ,;ow 
. tr> ing to lind sracc. for 
Handicapped Ser·\ ices at the 
Ml I H. "We arc lookinu lor the 
he! r and surport of tl;e M lJ B-
Board ol Cime1:nbrs ~tnd I ani 
su1y they \\ill resp<.HH.I to us •,;s 
lJUickly as they can." 
/\ ternpora.r\' table has been 
provided · in -the 'MUB • lor 
handicappc~ _students rclusing 
to use the lilt itt Huddleston. 
"M> · desire is to han-· 
permanent srace in the MU B 
.pro\ided for . Handicapped 
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went into effect on September 26. 
The Ma-rine~: killed four Moslem 
snipers in an exchange offire that lasted 
40 minute·s on Saturday. 
:LOCAL 
struggles of Elizabeth C~tdy Stanton 
and Susan Anthony and thcirfights to 
win suffrage for women. The 
performance is free of charge. Peace Corps in MUB 
Peace Corps representative Paul Binns . tQ speak 
McCaffrey will he on campus October 
Over 20.000 protestors converged on NAJI.ONAL 
the small West German town of Juelich 
19 and 20 to talk with students in Peace Dr·. Emily . Binns. professor of 
· Corps Sci·vice . On October 19 a Peace Religi.ous Studies at Villan<)Va 
Corps film will be shown at 7 p.m . in the University. will speak about '"Tcilhard 
Belknap Room · of the MU B. On . DeChardin and a person,tlist (J niversc" 
Qctoher 20 · information will he on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in room 128 
to- protest plans by the North Atlantic · -
Treat~ Orga~ii':atio~ to deploy 572 U.S. McFarlane 
Pershing missiles in December. The 
build-up is in response to a Soviet 
buildup_ of SS-20 missiles already in 
place. 1 he prqtest marks the beginning 
appointed 
. . M ""Pea~e Weck.'' which is expected to 
result in mass protests throughout 
Europe and the lJ .S. 
TWo marines killed . 
Two · United · States marines were 
· killed in Lebanon over the weekend. 
~oth Marines were killed by_sniper fire 
in twn separate incidents near the Beirut 
l,nternational Airport. The Marine 
fatalities arc the first since a cea~e-fire 
President · Ron·,rld Reagan has. available in the . MUB and · interviews Hamilton Smith . DcCh.ardin was a 
informed senior administration officials will be conducted from 8:30 a.m. to4:30 major 20th century Chri·stian thinker 
that he . hi1s named his choice for p.m . in the Career Planning and who bridged the gap between science 
National Security Advisor. Robert Placement Office. - and th~ology. Dr. Binns is a nationally 
Mcl-arlane. now Rc_agan\ special · rccogmzed authority on DcChardin: · 
enH~y to !he Middle East.appears to be women in politics The talk is free and open to the public. 
the lanmtcto replace William Clark as ""Stanton & Anthony · Tooe\hcr . WEAJ'HER .. 
Reagan\ National Security Advisor: · t::-C - Again." dramatization co-sponsored by 
lar~ ha:,; been nominated by the the Women\ Center and the Women's -
P.!·esidcnt to fulfill the-post of Secrctarv · Studies Department. will be performed 
of. the Interior which w,is \ac.ited hv the Wedncsday. ·October 19 at 7:30 p.m. in . 
resignation of .lames Watt. - . room 204 of the Horton Social Sci'ence 
Center. 
_. _ . _ . ·-· .. ,._The .~!:1?· -~!II focus on the political 
The National W·eathcr · Service 
predicts mostly sunnV skies for foda\ 
with . highs in the 50;. Tirnight · will b~-
clear and cool with lows reaching 30 
degrees. Wedncsdav calls for fair skies 
·with ternperaturcs ~gain in the 50s. 
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Languagesei uridergo 
reorganization 
By Michelle Evans 
A - reorganization of 
language departments at UNH 
occurred this year. · 
The Ancient and Modern 
Langu~ges and French 
Departments were combined 
then split in\o three separate 
- _ departments. They -a.re French 
and Italian, Spanish and 
Classics, German,. Russian,-
and Japanese. 
Interim President Gordon 
Haaland and Dean of Liberal 
Arts Stuart Palmer made the 
decision to reorganize after a 
report from an outsi,de 
committee which reviewed the 
dep·artment last December. 
Two Durham children play on the swings at the Day Care center. (Rob Bossi photo) 
- Professor Barbara· Cooper, 
Department Chairpers~n of 
French and Italian said the new 
departments are more efficient 
~•because the groups are rriore 
homogenous, work with fewer 
committees, and with a greater 
Advocate format approved 
sense ·01 our-mis'sion. ,r-~ 
Professor Helmut Pfanner, 
chairperson _ of German, 
Russian and Japanese, as well 
By Robin Peters 
Student senators -passed an { 
amendment that would allow 
the Student Press to publish the -
Commuter Advocate semi-
monthly., rather than weekly. at 
Sunday's meeting. . . 
· Cris Kayser, director of the 
Student Press. says the reasons 
for - the change were both 
financial and conceptual. 
· as coordinator for the 
.conceptual. the landlord situation in future languages _ agrees there will be 
'"We want to provide more feclt!!res. greater efficiency within 
in-depth newsandfeatures,"he Steve _Parker, Student departments. 
said. "'We're trying to make it Activities Fee Council However "'as far as 
(the Advocate) more like a chairman, ,was> __ b~siness -interacti~n- of - languages i;-
magazine . ., -manager for the Press last year, concerned I'm skeptical," 
Kayser said that by . when the Advocatereque~ted Pfanner said, citing the new 
_ publishing twice a month, the /? become a weekly pubhca- problem of interco,mmunica- · 
Commuter Advocate would be tion. tion between _department 
able to, offer more substantial - SENiTE, page 4 chairpersons. 
coverage and do more 
thorough. res_earch of'"timeless · 
-The origins of the split do not 
appear financial. "'It was never 
, pre~nted in terms of finances," 
sa~ Professor -F. William 
For bes, former chairperson of 
Ancient _and · Modern Lan-
guages. 
••J don't think there's- any . 
money to be saved one way or 
Jh.e_.Qlher." said Professor 
WARREN HELD.-
--Wa;ren Held,· -chairp;;s~-~· ol 
Spanish and Classics. 
Spanish and Classics have 
been combined due to the 
, proximity of their offices, Held 
said. 
LANGUAGE, -page 6~ 
.. We'll besavingthreetofour 
thousand dollars,., Kayser said.-
The -move would cut 
production costs in half. _ 
However, he said the main 
reason for the switch was 
;:~l~·~~~~:g ~~v~~-~,~rwfif~: A;t an_d fire depts .. relocate 
looking at the conditions of _ 
'Forest Park, theKari-Van. and 
Evolution is 
topic of lectures 
- -
By Michelle Champagne University Orchestra will 
The· theory of evolution and - perform Gustave Holst's 
its effect on society are the · Symphony '"The Planets.'' 
topics of a two-year series of As part of the Elliot Lectures 
lectures. concerts and exhibits on Evolution, Weinberg is the 
at -UNH. , first of 10 internationally 
Steven We~nberg the winner known scientists arid scholars 
of the 1979 Nobel Prize for who will be brought to the 
Physics is the first speaker. University. F~nding _ for the 
On Friday Ocotber 21, at lectures will come from -the 
I :30 p .m. Weinberg will discuss Elliot Trust Fund. 
.. the beginning of the world," Future highlights include a 
in the Memorial - Union 
Building : On Tl:1Ursday, EVOLUTION, page 5 -
Octobe~ 20, at 8:00 p .m., the 
Minis request 
more Senate seats 
By Maureen O'Neil 
A constitutional amendment 
-to bring greater mini dorm 
representation to the Student 
Senate is scheduled to be voted 
on by the Senate next Sunday. 
- Currently sophomore Neal 
Ba:rrett is the only Senator 
representing Woodruff. Eaton, 
Marston, Sackett, Hall, and 
Richardson House mini dorms. 
If the amendment passes. next 
Sunday, there will be a sen.ator 
representing .each mini dorm. _ 
It is an impossible task for 
me to represent all the mini · 
dorms fairly," said Barrett, a 
Richardson · House resident. • 
"Each mini dorm has its own 
house council and I can't 
possibly go to every meeting." 
Each · mini dorm has 50 
residents with the exception of 
Richardson .House which_ has 
. 43 residents and a wing for the 
Head Resident. · 
· The new bill makes it ciear 
-that a residence hall have an 
MINI DORMS;page 18 
By Edward Ballam 
Plans · are being made to 
relocate the UNH Durham Fire 
DepartmeQt ·and -the ·Art 
Department sculpture labs by 
the Fall of 1984. 
A feasibility study has been 
conducted by . Page/ M iche-
;}is/ Associates of Nashu-a 
qutlining the relocation of the' 
fire department to the south 
end of the Service Building, 
near the ROTC Building. and 
moving of the sculpture labs to 
the present fire station. The 
ser_vice garage in the south end -
will be moved to the Division 6 
~garage on Route 155. 
'"Right nowwe're all over the 
place." said Fire Chief 
Raymond Dewhurst. ••we have 
two picce_s of equipment kept 
-outside. We are down here (in 
the basement) and our men are 
up in the station." _ 
Dave Flanders, UNH 
Director of Public Safety, calls 
the . present fire s_tation 
inadequate and- vi~ws the 
relocation as a viable 
alternative to building a new 
$1 .5 million fire station. 
·•The fire department has 
been looking for new quarters-
for 10 or 15 years." Flanders 
said. ··The idea of moving the--
fire station to the other end of . 
the building is· a relatively new 
concept. If we are able to work 
out all the technical and legal 
matters. we are looking for the 
move to take place by June or 
July." he said. 




Art Department Chairman 
,_ David Andrews said the new 
science center is scheduled to be 
built where the Sculpture Coop 
is located and The Coop will 
have to be demolished. 
_ •·Everything over in that area 
will be _ bulldozed, buried 
under," Andrews said. 
•·Because of the federal grant 
_ everything is being speeded 
up . ., . . -
Andrews said the move for 
the art _ department will be 
eX:pens_iv~-
··we have an Elliott grant to 
move the f m;ndry in the metal 
lab," Andrews said. ""If all goes 
· as planned we'll be teaching in 
the_ fire station by next fall." - -
Flanders said there are a few 
- technical probfems to solve · 
none of which are ""insur-
mountable". He said the town 
board of fire commissioners, of 
which he is a member, want to 
look into the tra_ffic problems 
--,the new fire department 
location might cause, as well as 
the noise pollution that - will 
affect the academic com-
-~unity. __ _ 
RELOCATE, page 7 
70 general ed. 
courses approved 
By Dan Landrigan 
The General · Education 
Requirements committee of the 
Academic Senate has so far 
approved 70 general education 
courses which will be instituted 
with next year's freshmen class, 
according to Committee Vice-
Chairman Paul Brockelman. 
Although there is no set limit 
on the number of courses to be 
approved by the committee, 
Brockelmah estimates between 
100 and 150 courses. 
Under new guidelines set.up 
last year, general education ' 
requirements will be divided 
into eight categories from 
which students will have to 
The new _ general education 
requirements will ""force 
students to b-roaderi thei( 
education," -Brockelman said. 
Professor Don Green, a 
committee member, said he 
feels students now can fulfill 
their general education 
requirements without sampling 
courses from enough different 
areas of the University. 
•• A rough e~timate establishes a 
figure of $250,000 as the 
probable construction cost 
, select I I courses. 
- s ·ome members of tfie 
Ac a d em i c Sen ate we re 
concerned that jt,is too d1fflcuft 
for students in science majors 
to get a minor or dual major 
because of numerous require- -
ments for their -major in 
addition to general education 
requirements. 
-for t h e a d d i t i o n s a n d 
improvements of the existing 
facilities to accommodate the 
Under the current system 
students choose 16 from a total 
of · 298 courses from three 
categories, Brnckelman said. 
Brockelman said he 
understood_ the problems but 
""we are attempting to · get 
students to specify less." 
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.: \I.H; PRIITIUORKS -~----..-~--.SENAT-E ----------------
<Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Businesses, clubs, organizations 
.- ' J ~ Many styles available 
- No qrder too ~mall • _ 
-Originally, Parker p'lanned 
on a large· amount of revenue 
· from advertising. Tkis year, 
,. h owe v c r , · a d cc r ca s e i n 
advertising staff and a hew 
L_o_ng_sleeve ___ T_-_s~i-rts · business manager changed the 
financial picture for the 
Pet;r c. Greider wit-ti sle~ve printing·. Advocate. 
603-431 -8391 Va.lerie Deneen, current 
3431 , Lafayette Road 1; business manager for the Press, 
._ ___ 111!1!! __ _ • _ -•- •■---•,·,~-- ~:•~- •~--•-__ :.. Po111r1111ts.m.o.ut•h•, .N •. H •.• o3ill!lli8!!!i!i?!ll!!!!4!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!ll said the Press _is !ig_htening the 
GRADUATING SOON? 
You're Needed 
All Over the .· 
World. -
Ask P-eace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility 
are as vital as their degrees. _ They'll tell you they are helping 
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the areas 
of food production, energy conservation, education, economic 
development and health services. And they'U tell you about 
the rewards of hands on career experience overseas. They'll 
tell you it's th~ toughe~job you'll ever'love. 
PEACE CORPS 
(617) 223-.6366 
October 19 7:00, F~LM & INFO SESSION, 
BELKNAP ROOM, MEMO!llAL UNION 
October 20 -9:00, INio:RMATION AT_ M1iMORIAL 
CAREER PLANNING & , PLACEMENT. 
Friday, October 21st -
THE NEW MODELS 
Admission: Students :__$-3.00 · 
Public -$4.00 -
. Doors open at 8:00 
UNH ID/PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED 
Come Dance to a great Boston -beat! 
Saturday, .October 22nd 
< continued from page 3) . - -
budget through their system of The Press said the _ extra 
paying reporters ('they will be · expen~e of color b~rdcrs is a 
paid per story rather than by riecess1~y because 1t a_ttracts 
_ salary of $75 a semester). attention a_nd motivates 
Fauske said the Advocate is students to pick up ihe paper 
working on improvin-g its and read it. They will continue 
features section. He is· pleased to h~ve 5000 copies of every 
with his "brilliant production . issue printed. 
team"· but would like to see the There will be improvements 
n1umbe.r of staff writers '• made in the Advocate but not 
increase. any drastic c_hanges, . Kayser 
said. 
You·ng;s Restaurant -
48 Main St. 
Durham, N.H. 
868-2688 
Specials offered: , 5_~w(· j_ 10/~_0/83 - 10/26/83 · Breakfast 
_ Thic·k country style French Toast with ham, 
bacon or sausage, syrup and coffee, $2. 15 
Lu richeon Specia I 
: Try our own Monte Christo steaming hot 
ham, turkey and swiss cheese wrapped in 
French Toast served with cranber,ry sauce, _ 
$250 . 
Dinner Special 
Beef. Stroganoff with a rich cream · gravy 
served over a bed of.noodles with rolls: :$3::2.5 
Try our soups and chowders: -A// homemade 
H~n.gry Hunter's. special-· 3 eggs any style 
, witb bacon or sausage, smalljuic_e,_ ·coffe(!, 
$2.79 ~:•q· -~ --,,. ·.-,•;•:~ 





']bursday_~ight--~Kim Gcn1' . · 
_Friday a11d Saturday..:._ __ Rasm)1h 
A Movie to be announced 




117 Bow Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801 693/ 4~ l ~8282 
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- MORSE- .. ~ DURHAM.BIKE 
USED BIKE SALE: 
·coLUMBIA 16 speed $39 SCHWINN 5 speed $39 
TREK 620 23 " $329 RAND 23" $39 
PUCH 19" $79 SC_HWINN 5 speed $10 
RALEIGH 25" $69 CHiLD'S 10 speed $44 
(.continued from page l) 
Brown originally had the 
support of the search 
committee members who voted '" 
14-4 in his favor. The Board of 
Trustees never voted on this , 
recommendation. 
James· called for greater 
commi.rnicaticin between the 
new search committee and the 
UNH communi_ty. and for the 
members to .. approach their 
work with objectivity and 
impartiality." 
1 ARAYA 10 speed $99 SCHWINN 5 speed $.39 
"'While ·confidentiality must 
be scrupuously observed. there 
should be courteous communi-
cation and frequent reports to 
the serious candidates and to 
the University: the goal and end 
of all .the acfrvity." she said: 
Morse said James' speech 
indicated that the raculty is 
.. vitally concerned" with the 
search. ..It's good for the 
trustees and everyone to be 
reminded of. this from time to 
time." 
--EVOLUTION-
<continued from .page 3) 
. performance o(.Franz Joseph 
Haydn's oratorio . "_"The_ • 
Creation". and in the spnng of 
1985 Darius M ilhaud's ·ballet 
'"The Creation of the World." 
The University is developing 
an interdisciplinary cou se on 
evolution which will be open to 
a 11 students·. The ·er i es 
coordinator Cecil Schne r said 
it. may be the first ~ours of its 
type administered y an 
American university._ . 
. The series is a celebrat on of 
· evolution ••timed to sp n the 
Orwellian year of 1"98 . " he 
said. 
PEUGEOT 10 speed . $164 
Jenkins Court 
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
868-5634 













. • France 
Join the thousands of students. who 
have earned college cr~dits studying 
abroad in CCIS programs . 
Affordable , quality · programs with I 
financial aid available-~-
FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN 
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES 
l2· - 15CREDITS 
SUMMER PROGRAMS · 
AT TRINITY COLLEGE 
DUBLIN 
Dr. John J. ·McLean 
Mohegan Community College 
Norwich, CT 06360 
886-193 l X243 
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR.INTE:RffATIONA( STUDIES 
_BUNTING 
Made from soft, 
comfortable. 100<;-1< 
polyester Bunting fabric. 
classically . designed . in 
sweater or zipper jacket 
styles. Great colors. Men's 
' and .women\ styles 





CALENDAR -~ -.., 
EXHIBITIONS: · . . . 
The University Art Galleries present "Double _Yision: Stere?_scoptc 
Views of China 1908-1928" and "Nova Scotia College ot Art & 
Design: Prints and Boo!(s ... University Galleries: Paul Arts . Gallery 
hours: Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.:_~hursday I0 _a.m: -8 · 
p.m.: Saturday and .Sunday 1-5 p.1J1.: closed Friday and U rnvcrs1ty 
holidays. Throu~h October 2_6. 
WEDNESDAY. October 19 
. SO(TER: Men vs . Dartmouth . Lewis Field. 3 p.rn. 
VOU.EY BAI.L: Women vs. · Northeastern with Salem State. 
Lundholm Gym .. Field House. 6:30 p.m. . . . 
'SIGMA XI LECTURE: The . topic will be "Microbial Life in a 
Hydr.othermal Vent: . Growth at 250°C and 265 Atmospheres 
Pr:essure.. presented by Dr. Jody Deming. Johns Hopkins 
University. !~l~~s Au_~ito~ium. Pars6ns. 8 p.m . . / : 
. THllRSDAY, October 20 .. . _ __ _ 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND: Bonfire. Lower Quad. 6:45 p.m. : 
Dancing in the MU 8 Pub. X p.m. 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES: The Hampshire · 
Consort in concert. University Galleries. Paul Arts. 12 noon. 
MU SO Fl LM: "Next Stop. Greenwich Village:· Strafford Roc)m, 
Memorial Union. 7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission $1. 
THE CRISIS IN LEBANON AND U.S. INVOLVEMENT The 
'speaker is Mustafa Habib. Lebanese Patriotic Forces. Room 208. 
McConnell. 7:JO p . m. , · 
ELLIOTT 1.ECTU RES ON EVOLUTION: The .UNH Symphony 
Orchestra and Concert Choir performing Gustav Holst's "The · 
· Planets" concert -lecture. David Seiler .and Cleveland Howard. 
_dii·ccto.rs. Johnson Theater. Paul Arts. 8 p.m. · 
FRIDAY. October 21 
DEADLJNE: Last day to carry m<He than 20 .0 credits without 
surcharge: Last day to drop course o.r withdraw without academic 
liability . . 
MID-SEMESTER 
ELl)OlT LECTURES ON EVOLUTION : Steven Weinberg. 
University of Trxas: Harvard. The BcxinninK <?( 1he Wurld. Dr. 
Weinberg. received the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1979. He is auJhor 
of "The First Three Minutes ." Memorial Union. I :30 p_.m. · 
. GYMNASTICS SHOWCASE: Featuring the UNH gymnastics 
· team. undefeated ( 12-0) last . year and second in the East. The 
Showcase also includes tumbling rou_tincs. acrobatic feats and some · 
of New England\ top gymnasts . L,undh()lm Gymnasium. Field 
House._ 7 p.m. General $J: Students $2: UN H Students$ I. 
PHOTOCOPY 
8PBCIAL . i.:" . 
. 81/2 x 11'° : •a ·._ .r~.:-- _i,...:_ . . . esume.,...--. ...... -
. C..,.,.·con 4,1 ~ $t. ~~•-- . · . 
The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) ·is published and distributed semi-
week.ly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM ., Academic year subscription: 
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire ~ill in no case be 
responsible-for typographical or other errors. but will reprint that part of an 
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New 
Hampshire, 151 MU B, UN H, Durham. NH. 03824. 11,000 copi~s per issue 
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. 
Be The Ghastliest 
·.. Ghost in TOWn! ·. 
\ 
Evecything for Halloween · 
Make up~_ masks- wigs 
· hair spray.:. candy 
· and · 
New this year · 
HALLOWEEN 
BALLOONS 
Call and ask for 
Witch Delivery 
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ACADEMIC 
DIJON INFORMATIONAL MEETING: 
. Sponsored by French and Itaiian Department. 
Professor Cooper will discuss Junior year in Dijon·. 
France program. Tuesday. Ocotber 18. Room 207. 
Murkland. 2 to 3 p.m. All students welcome. 
ADMISSION '"rO VETERINARY SCHOOL~ 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY : . Sponsored by 
Department of Animal and Nutritional Science. 
Marc~a Sawyer. New York State College of 
Vetennary Medicine at Cornell University. will 
meet with interested undergraduates to discuss 
policies and opportunities for admission to 
,; veterinary school in 1984. Thursday. October 20. 
~oom 127. Hamilton Smith. I ~o 2 p.m. . · 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING WITH NEW 
ENGLAND COLLEGE OF . OPTOMETRY: 
Sponsored by Premedical/ Preclental -Advisory 
Committee. David Sislowski. recruitment officer 
from NECO. will speak about optometry ·as a 
career and will give students insight into 
admissions processes and requirements needed to 
. pursue a health related career. Thursday. October 
. · 20, Roor:n 21, Floor A. Dimond Library. ? p.m . 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
. UNH 6TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING 10~000 
. METE~ ROAD RACE: Sponsored by . 
Recreational Sports. Saturday. Octobei: 22. Field 
House. 9 a.m. Regi_stration forms in Recreational 
Sports. Room 151. Field House · or 
. Commuter/transfer Center. Memorial Union. 
Registration fee is $4 and $5 if registered after 
Wednesday. October 19. 
CAREER 
. RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career· 
Planning and Placement. Opportunity for students 
to receive feedback on final draft resumes on first .... 
come/ first-served basis. Wednesday. ,October 19. 
Room 203, _Huddleston. 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS AND 
FINDING CAREER INFORMATION: 
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement 
Service. Wednesday. October 19. Grafton Room. 
Memorial Union. 6 to 7:30 p.m. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW : 
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. 
Students learn how they are coming .across during 
on-camp_us interviews on first -come/ first -served 
basis. Tuesday. October 20~ Room 203. 
Huddleston. I :30-to 4:30 p.ni. 
J O B- H U NT l N G S UP p·o RT G R O U P: 
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement and 
Counseling and Testing. Six week group for 
Seniors. Peer support during the job hunting 
process. Thursdays. October 20 to December I. 
Counseling and Testing Center. Schofield. 4 to 6 
p .m. For more information call Career Planning 
and Placement. _862-2010. · 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
HANDICAPPED STU DENT ORGAN 1-
ZATION: Tuesday. Ocotber 18. Belknap Room. 
Memorial Union. I to 2 p.m. Everyone welcome. 
non-disabled as well as disabled. 
PHI CHI THETA MEETING: Tuesday.October 
18. Hillsborough Room. Memorial Union. 5:30 
p .. m. Call Elise. 868-"9713 or Heidi. 868-9720 if 
unable to attend. · 
UNH CHESS CLUB NOVICE NIGHT: Members 
will be available to help anyone interc.sted iri 
learning or reacquainting themselves with the 
game. Chess .sets provided. Wednesday. October 
19. Room 53. Hamilton Smith. ·7 p.m. . 
MORTAR' BOARD. PHI MU AND ACACIA 
MEETING: Crucial to attend last meeting before 
building haunted house. Wednesday, October 19. 
Grafton Room. 7:30 p.m. 
PERSPECTIVES: Undergraduate journal 
focusing on sociology and anthropcllogy· is 
recruiting contributors and staff members for 1984 
edition. For information. call Christy Hammer. 
749 -5726 or leave message at Sodology 
Department. 862- 1800 . 
HEALTH SERVICES 
JUDICIAL BOARD TRAINING-- ALCOHOL 
PROGRAMS: Tuesd~y. October 18. Carroll 
Room. Memorial Union. Noon. Sponso,:ed by 
Health Education Center. . 
SUPPORT GROUP FOR ADULT SONS AND 
DAUGHTERS OF ALCOHOLICS: Sponsored 
The abused child 
by Health Education C:entcr. Tu~sday. October 1'8.-
Notch Room. MemonaJ Union. ·5 p.m. · · 
CONTRACEPTION - · CH{HCES ~OT HOPE: 
Sponsored .PY Health ·&ducat ion Center. Factors 
presented ~ffectin~ cont.raceptive choice: types of 
contraception available: and communication and 
respon~ibilitf in relati~nships. Tuesday. Ocotber 
18. M~m Lounge. Devine. 7 p.m. . 
CON1 ~ACE~'.IVE LECTURE: Sponsored by 
Womens Clinic. Hea.Jth Services. Thursday. 
Ocotber 20 . . Room 141. Hamilton Smith. 2 to 3 . 
p.m . 
HOW TO THROW A GOOD PARTY 
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM · 
Sponsored by Health Education Center: 
Wednesday. October 19. Sawyer. 7 p.m. 
BARTENDING DEMONST.RATION AND 
AL TERNAI_YE .BEVERAGES- ALCOHOL 
· EDUCATWN _PRO(iRAM: Sponsored by 
. H~alt~ E~ucat1on. Center. Discuss recipe 
gu_1dehnes tor_alcohohc and non-alcoholic drinks. 
Wedncs~ay •. October 19. Alexander. 8:30 p.m. 
. COMPUTER SERVICES 
Nori-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by Room 2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USN H personnel. All courses arc 
held in Stoke Cluster .unless otherwise indicated . 
BEGINNING TIMESHARING-1.2: Two-session 
course trains users to interact with DECIO from 
terminal. a skill essential for those who · need to 
. create-and . e~it files or use availabJc applications ' 
programs. l _ucsday. October 2.5 and Thursday. 
October 27 from 2 to 4:30 p.m. Fee: $4 . . 
GENERAL 
DARTS .. 301" TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by 
Games Room/ Student Activities. Wednesday. 
October 19. Games Room. Memorial Union •. 7 
p.m. Any UN H student may sign up at Games 
Ro~m Desk. Memorial Union. October 11-18. No 
entnes after Oclober 18. 
. CLASS Rl~G SALES: Sponsored by Senior Key 
Honor_ Society. $10 deposit required. balance due 
on delivery. Thursday;. October 20 and Friday. 
October 21. Memorial Union. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m: 
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Entc;rtainment alternative at UNH. 
For ~nyon~ intere~ted jn helping to staff and 
~rgamze this on-gomg campus coffeehouse. Also 
m need of performers. Thursday. October 20 •.. Rec 
Room 7L. Devine~ I 'p.m. . · · 
JAPANESE CLUB MEETING AND FILM: 
.. Full Moon Lunch." interesting and humorous 
look at · early Tokyo. Movie is in English. 
Thursday, October 20. Forum Room. Library. 4 
p .m. 
M_USO _,FILM SERIES: "Next Stop. Greenwich 
Village. Thursday. October 20. Strafford Room. 
Memorial Union. 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 . 
STUDENTS FOR PEACE IN CENTRAL 
AMERICA SLIDE SHOW: UNH student relates 
experiences of April 1983 fact finding tour to 
Nicaragua. Thursday. October 20. Room 217. 
Hamilton Smith. 7:30 p.m. Donations accepted. 
BILUARDS TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by 
Games Rooms / Studcnt Activities. Sunday. 
October 23. Games Room. Memorial Union. 11 
a.m. Sign up at Games Room Desk. Memorial 
Union. October 16-22. No entries accepted after 
October 22 . open to all UNH students. 
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT: Sponsored 
by Games R?om/ Student Activities. Tuesday. 
· October 2.5. H 1llsborough Room. 6:30 p.m. UN H 
students sign up at Games Room Desk. Memorial 
Union. October 17-24. No entries accepted after 
October 24 . 
FOOS BALL (TABLE SOCCER) TOUR NA-
M_E_N!_: Sponsored by Games ~oom/ Students. 
Act1v1t1es . Wednesday. October 26. Games Room. 
Memorial Union. 6:30 p.m. UN H students sign up 
at Games Room Desk. Memorial Union. October 
19-25. No entries after October 25 . 
FILM ",R(?SE~ IN DECEMBER": Sponsored by 
Womens Studies Program and Students for Peace 
in Central America. Film about Jean Donovan a 
religious lay worke.r. murdered. along with th;ee 
Maryknoll nuns. by Salvadoran security forces in 
December. 1980. Wednesday, October 26. Carroll 
~oom. fv!emorial Union .. 7:30 p.m. 
1 ~G OF WAR ON CANCER: Sponsored by 
Hitchcock Hall. A women's event between all 
women dor~s and sororities on campus with 
proceeds going to the American Cancer Society. 
October 29. Lower Quad. qutside. Are.a II. Noon. 
·SKIERS 




S-dal $87 .75 
Rate includes food & lodging per · 
person 
! · ; 11 ll ;i lrc·c· lrir 
.-----CREW-- -------
( continued from page 1) · 
, hire ·~ full time ( crew) coach.'' 
he said. · . 
After the accident. one of the 
thr~e crew coaches was fired. 
This fall. UNH hired Chris 
Allsopp. who coached the Pan 
A1:1erican games rowing team's 
this . summer, as its full-time 
crew coach. 
In addition, O'Neil said. each 
crew member must pass a swim 
test and is taugh_t basic facts 
about hypotherm·1a . 
.. We row in certain areas 
-now." he added. 
O'Neil said UNH has 
ordered .. new la.rger launch 
boats and motors." 
The purchase of the new 
launches which will each hold 
up to 12 people arid will cost a 
total of $24.000 has been· 
approved by the University 
System of New Hampshire. 
--------LANGUAGE,---~ 
--
( continued from page _3) 
"Classics. has through the · 
years wanted to be on its own. 
We 're different from · other 
I~nguages- we don't empha-
size conversation, or make the 
. saine ~se of the language lab.·· 
he said. The _:_Administration 
has repeatedly denied this 
request. 
. _ A-cco-;:iing t-o Held, a 
.personnel cutback Was due to a 
general Liberal Arts c·utback. 





Wednesday, Oct. 19 
6:00 ~ 7:30 PM 
Grafton Room 
MUB 
Program Sponsored By 
Care~r Planning & Placement Service 
RESUME 1.S 
typed electron_ically 
Selection of paper 
~nd envelopes 
25 copies 25 envelope■ 
25 ext:ra ahaeta af paper, 
, .S1!5.DD . 
· .Dane the way you want it! . 
C _Open ·~Saturdaya .1 ta_a ! J 
DURHAM CDP-V 
Jenkins Court 
· Durham I NH 03B24 
BSB-70_31· . 
Ran qary 1 
proprietor 
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-RELOCATE-
< continued ·from page 3) 
Services. The current ·soiution 
is not ideal but at this time it is 
the best we can do.,. Sanborn 
said., 
' the next-few weeks. "We would 
1 like to , . have . ,Hanchcagped 
c ~ m m. i t t _m e .1.l .t. Jo s er v e 
ha.ndicapped s~udents. It . i.s 
imponant for handicapped 
stude.nts to be integrated into 
the mainstream of campus 
life." · 
~hrisite · said. "'Gregg · 
Sanborn has been very 
cooperative in working with us. 
I am quite sure they will find us 
a space at, the Mu R" I • 
Services moved . in . by.· the· . 
beginning of second semester." · · 
he said. · --SERVICES--
Handicapped Services . --- · -
provides handicapped students (contmued from page 2) 
with vital resources. Kraft-
Lund said. ''We · provide '"Wewanttolookatthecost 
,. i
1
nterpreters. textbooks on tape. of the proposal a · little more 
Ha,ndj;.Van.~c.rvice.s. ac;ademic ;. closcJy,t Flanders said. ''We " 
aids and function as a liason have a re·sponsibility to the 
between faculty me·mbers and .. community. to put together ·a 
students. It is vital that we be total package so they ·c·an see 
accessible to the student to what they are voting for~" . 
carry out these servicis_,. · .. ' . . The .· refocation . of the 
Moving to the MtLB wo.uld . scufpt'ti·rn·, labs offer an 
be ideal. she said. ·"We need lo increased gr~ss area of IJ .710 
pay more qttention to the ·needs · square feet. ac~ording to the 
. of the handicapped-on campus.- ' feasibility study. The present 
The . U nivcrsity needs more· _ Sc.1.ilpture -Coor, has 
area 'ot: 7.710 square· fe~t. . . . r\. r("\erico.ri_ . 
The . move will give the fire v\' ' ,_1 
department enough room to . O'. , o'~. 
h~use all t~~ equipment inside.. J.0 . O 
1 he admm1strators and . the 03 ' ~ 
meri will be together and the w 
living quarters will .be Q) · ·o 
improved. Jaccording to the _c ,~::.-.-.s:;~.a;• . C 
study. , +-
.. "The move uses existing , . . . nOV. 17 " .... 
space. more efficiently." . I 
Andrews said. _ . "2AMESCANCOCIRE1Y~ _ : .. 
. • .~Anytime you get everything f . 
all together. whether it is jn the-. 
other end of ·this bµtld1ng or 
some ~ place · ~lse, everything- . 
worh much more effi.ciently," · 
Fire Chi~f Dewhu·rst said. 
. "If .this project doesn't go . 
through the real loser will be 
the total community,·· Flanders ,· 
said. "We"ll bethefirsttoadmit 
its not the ideal solution to the 
problem. but is a,n imprnve-
ment over .what we have nO\v.:" .. 
~--....--~- Sittings For Yearbook Portraits-~-
-~~ 
.Are Still Available 
SIGN, UP NOW! . 
These Portraits are for both 
Where? 




arid .May 1984 
$raduates. 
·No Portraits 
·will be taken 
Second Semester_ 
-
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• ~ < '' • L• , ,; · A ·c,~ffll.Ulalil!llllllltml_~---~--~----...---~ ..... .:;... .. 
:- . . 
-· - - -- -~ .. E'D1_~1110 , • -. ·m::n 
lCIE' -: - -to seek to resfflve differences 
....  ENOUSE 
. . . , 
j 
. . . ... ~ ·. ~ . 
AN _ ENT-ERT Al NM ENT-_ALTERNATIVE _ 
,,_ .· < A?f-· LJNH ~ 
I~ h.olding an. Organization .Meeti __ ng 
T~-OCT. 2Qth -_ 
½ - ~ 
. -_. - 1 :00p.m. _ · .-V , . 
·oe-vine Rec. Roo·m : _ Rm. 7L 
- . - . 
' . 
between. two or more rconflicting parties . 
The commuter 11ransier center 
lntro:ducas -The_ UNH 
__ mediation Protect 
. ( 
The project wjH address disputes between , 
·1andlords ' and tenants · and · between 
"roo_mmates~ All fac~lty, staff, .commur.1ity 
--m_ember·s, · and stuaents · are invited to.· _-
. p~rtic_ipa_t_e tn .. a · ~ __ imulated mediation · 
· -session: If you are int~r-ested_ in becoming ·a · 
TRAINED MEDIATOR . or ·want additional ·· 
. - - . ~ . - . ~ . . 
in-formation on the mediation- -process, 
· coM·E TO ·or1e oftwo information sessions. 
. . ~ . -: t . ..,.. 
- We ·need publicity ~nd · organizational staff; : as' well . as 
Thursdau,. octobir 21, -&-9 -om , 
Wednasdau, nouember 2. 2-5 om 
-- -_ carroll-Belknao Room, · -IIUB performers. Come help make our second_ season:as successful . _ as o_llr first one~ . , · 
For more information, call 862-3747. 
-- Fundedby PFO _ 
CONTACT COMMUTER/TRANSFER -CENTER_ UNE 
!\;lEDIATibN PROJECT TEL. 862-3"612 · . . -
."-
·- Univers-ity/Sant~ Cruz· __ - ·Land Grants~ 
Quebec ·. 
- . 
7 - ___ University/~orth C_arolina · _. < ~San Diego State University · 
For Further -Information:. Dean of Students Office _ 
. . . .. . - . ' . 
· _ 862-2050 
.. 
~ -.1=-= _ ,~:-.:-;:-::0$:--::-::: . .,_f:-';;:':-:~t.::-=-:._L~~ ~=~~=·._..9="-:'.~=~a-=;v~/=i!f·~-=-..:;;:_ ~~~:;:m_ ., ~~=~~~~~=~~~~~~-.,.......,.......+----:----'---~:.._____, 
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---------SEARCH--------- CLASS RING SALES. 
committee in dealing with some 
of the candidates" may have 
caused some to withdraw. 
.. The search committee had 
t o m o v-e a I o n g. fa s t e r . 
particularly near the end wher.i 
they had so many .good 
candidates hanging.'' Morse 
said. • 
The size of the commiftee 
also may have resulted in the 
failure to find a candidate. · 
•• A committ.ee of this -size 
may have been un.weildly." 
Morse said. 
Morse added that. there was 
some failure to communicate 
between the search committe~ 
( continued from page I) 
and the trustees. as well as 
between the sea-rch c·ommittee 
and the constituent groups:' · 
, Morse told . the _-academic 
Senate that the Board had 
appointed a cornmittee of 
people who have experience in 
searches to coach the next 
Search co·mmittee. He stressed 
rhat this committee was not 
going to look into drawbacks 
of a search _ _process. 
Morse is not worried that the 
failure of the .first . search 
commit.tee will hinder - the 
second search ... I( you (the 
"The Leba nese ·-_ Crisis and 
the U.S. involv~ment" 
I 
MUSTAPA H.ABIB 
Lebanese Patriotic ~orces. · 
place: M cC o-,,neli #208 
time: Thursday Oct. 20 
7-10 PM 
-Got An Eye For Savings?? , 
Permalens ®extended-wear contact 
lenses . S,1-49 
Now Only ' 
Includes: -
_ · t •Fitting and Instruction 
-. · • Contacts an~t Carrying Case 
~ Solutions with ~e Kit 
- • All Follow-Up Visits 
Ask Your Doctor for Your Updated 
· Eyeglass Prescription 
Call Us For Your Appointment Toda-y!! 
749-2094 
Dally wear soft contacts Now Only $89 
wtth Chemical Kit or $109 with Thermal Kit 
Lunette-Optique 
466 Central Avenue 
D<>Ver, N.H. 03820 
Student and SeniOr Citizen discounts do not apply on 
contacts or sales. 
faculty) feel strongly enough 
-. about this .University you will 
get i,nvolved in the new ~earch · 
~process ... 
He · said the Board of 
Trustees takes the committee•s · 
recommendations very 
seriously. but .. the Board still 
has to exercise it's - own 
°Judgement. We are n"ot a -rubber 
~tamp." · 
Morse -would not set a 
deadline· for - the next search 
c~mmittee- to find a president. 
but sa.id .. I hope they would do a better job:.. -
October· 20th and 21st 
Thursday and Friday outside strafford . 
Room Memorial Union 
September 29th & 30th 
10:00 AM~3:00 PM 
. Sponsored By _ 
SENlOR KEY HONOR· SOCIE'TY . 
· 111m sar1a, · ·orasants-... -
-next Stoa, 
oreenwich Village. 
·", Thursday, October 20th 
Strafford Hobm 
In the MUB -
7 :00 & 9:30 
Adm-ission·: $1 .00 
A com ic and poignant fi lm about a Brooklyn boy moving to 
Greenw ich Vill age -in 1953 in hopes of becoming an actor. 
Wonderful per iod, at mpsphere and characterizations. 
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Editorial 
Nee-ding • review 
Recently there has been and continuesto be, · 
a large controversy over the antics of a college 
newspaper in New Hampshire. No, it isn't 
UN H's New Hampshire .that is the center of 
controversy, but rather Dartmouth's student 
newspaper, The Dartmouth Review. 
Perhaps the best way to accurately describe 
the attributes of The Review is to mention the 
its goal is to reach as many people as possible. 
After all, hasn't it received national attention? 
Hasn't it received articles from such pr9minent 
figures as Ralph Nader and U.N. 
representative Jeane Kirkpatrick, amongst 
others? These questions can all be answered 
affirmatively, yet the editors of the Review do 
hof take into consideration the means 
employed to attain these ends. Perhaps they 
feel the success of the Review warrants the 
irresponsible, insensitive and i~sulting 
c~aracteristics of the newspaper. Many serious 
jo·urnalists don ·t. 
Why, one would think;would a collection of 
average college students. be the focu.s of 
national attention? · What makes a -st'udents 
newspaper unique enough to warrant attention · 
from Newsweek, Time, The Donahue Show 
~nd even ABC's Nightline? 
-· one feature that is · often missing from the 
newspaper -- responsible journalism. The 
Review has prnvoked considerable outrage 
because of its conservative format that ignores 
all rules of propriety and taste. This newspaper 
-refuses to abandon ·its _saucy, often insulting 
style. The paper often attacks people they dcm 't 
like by reverting to name~calling and assaults 
_on p~rsonalities. 
In many ways the Dartmouth Review.is like 
any other college newspaper. Most issues 
It is one thing to attack certain issµes, but it 
is quite a different thing to maliciously attack There is _ a les~on to- learn from the: 
~artmouth Reviett·. Despite the success of any 
yenture, one must look · at the ways used to ·. 
ga1h that success. No matter how noble an end 
feature interviews with experts of particular · 
topics within the faculty, coverage of the 
Administration and essays . on student 
government and the need to revive . college 
spirit. There, however. end all similarities · · 
between the Review and other coHege 
newspapers . . 
. the people · who represent those issues. Any 
person· who is knowledgeable about debates 
realizes .that' one should attack the · issue. at 
hand according to its merits and faults and not 
the per~on. representing the issu·e. 
. ma·y be, to accomplish it through perverted 
rneans eventually results in the end itself being 
perverted. • Despite the criticism it has invoked, the 
Dartmouth RPvipw·can claim it is succ.P~'-ful if - Brian J. Couturier 
Letters 
~ape 
To the Editor: 
I agree with Arthur Robert's 
assessment or the October 7 article 
entitled "Rape Prevalent on lJ NH . 
Campus." I. too. wa·s upset by the 
headlines and by the quotes 
attributed to me. Actuall\'. I was 
prZ1hably more upset (han 
' Roberts. since I did not say them. 
Rape is too serious a matter lll 
be compared to "hasebalL hot 
dogs. and apple pie" as a (actor in 
American lik. Dan L1ndrigan, tl1c 
reporter. implied that I used that 
phrase. In foct. I did not. Jk 
invented it. 
In rcagiu-d to the statement "any 
later used. my comments without 
my pcrm1ss1on. My comments 
referred to the problems of past 
administrations of SCOPE. and 
not to the cui"rent relationship 
between the two student 
organizatim1s. I was not serving as 
a spokesperson for WUN H-FM in 
ans way. I regret any 
misunderstandings between 
SCOPE and Wl!NH this incident 
, may have caused. 
Karen Holzba·ur 
Assistant Genera I Manager. 
WU NH-FM 
Taxi 
man is a p.<lll'tltial, rapist: "a poor To the Editor: 
editing job makes my quoted 
remarks indistincuishahk from • Why doesn't some ambitious 
· • · studcrit start a taxi service in 
anothn pcrsoi1's n:marks. A 
student · said •·ail\' man is. a Durham'! Any car that has a good 
potential r~rpist." I did not. engine would do. · · 
Last week-end a man was 1 did say ihat "you don"t change 
people . by insulting them.'· This dropped off at the New England 
sentimcni is a much 1110rcaccuratc Center hy the limousine from 
reflection of the \\Ork being done Logan Airport. ,rnd could not 
hv members of thl; SHARP reach his son at the dorm on the 
P·rogram to pren-nt .-.;pc and telephone. · He could not hclicYc 
I I · s I that the town hi1s no taxi scn·icc. assau t on t lls campus. · exu.i and I t'dt rnthcr ashaml·d about it. 
Yiolenec i_s a l'ommunity problem. A fl'W davs before this 
anq needs the support of thL· _\\ hok· experience. a \\~oman called from . 
communit,. • 111l'n as wi:11 as 
women. i a pp laud R ohcrt •s Bostrin to sec how she ctluld get 
stlltcml·nt that intdlig.L·nn· and from a . mold to the writer\ 
.resolution. rnthcr than l'lllotiomtl · conference. and she too was upsl't. 
· that thcrl' \\ •. s no taxi service. So 
hattk cril·s hl· ust·d to prcH·nt 
sexual ,ioknce. 1 imih: h~m. and . she stayed hoh1.c. most unhappy 
thosi.· of \~lll intcrcstl.'d in thl'Sl' about it all. ·· · 
issues to j,;in us in creating i1 snfl:r The Kariv,rn is great .ind meets 
,llld morr hu,mt11L' l'll\ ironmL·nt for niany lll'Cds for transportation. yet 
woml'n .ind lllL'n. it cannot hl' used like u taxi would 
l\ann Schroeder hl'. 
· Think about it. studl'nts! 
Assistant lkan of _Stmknts 




To· the hlitor: 
In thl' nl'ws stt,r\' ... H-52\ to 
Perform ... appearing in last · To lhl· Fditor: 
Frida,·~s .N,·11· /1011111.-.hin•. my Cathkl."n · Ash·s kt.ta rl·: 
comnient that SCOPE should l>ud1.1m lkmk .and ·1 rust \\as lone 
consult with. mdio station WtiNH O , c rd ll.l." a 11 ,I \. l~ r\ mu c i1 
ahout · hooking musica'I l'lltl·rt.iin- -~rrrn·iatl·d. I. too. 11.;H. found 
ml'nt. itrosl' from .i prirnte m~sdl k.l\ill,!.! l>.14.'I: "dislJUStl·d .. · 
con-wrs,1tion with .the .irtick's morl' olfrn th.in not disgusti;d 
· ,, ;.,.-,aut,lwr. ll ,nfu.rtuna.tdy .. tJw,author - - \\hL·n -tdkrsn·s1wntho·•:.fkllo .. or •: 
"Good Morning" with surly stares. 
disgusted \\ hen .. ·1 hank You·· or 
"Ha\c a niee da, ·· is met b,· a 
turned hack. · · 
There is 1w question in m\' 
mind -- colli:cthclv. the D.B.f. 
personel come acn;ss as ai-rogant. 
rude. and- lit best · condescend-
ing. Granted. they arc the largest . 
hank in town. and meager 
individual transactions arc. no 
doubt. a nuisance. However. there 
arc altcrmi.ti,cs to D.B.T.. and I 
urge. everyone with similar 
experiences to cast a \ otc against 
i mp c r·i o us a n d . i 11- ma n n er c d 
service by exploring these 
alternatives. whcre,n the, ma,· be 
found. · · 
Robert Cioodb~· 
Library 
To the h.litor: · 
I fed Your rL'l'Cllt comments in 
the arti~·le on inc-rl·a~cd lihrar\' 
hours in 1/Jc ;\'c11· Hampshire la;t 
Frida,. \\l'l'e insinuations which 
l'Xprcss littll' conn·rn for the 
studenl ho<.h. Thl' fact that re,, 
. people stud}~ later tlrnn 9:00 p.m. 
on Fri<la\'s is, har.dl, debatable. 
After a week of long ,ind lafc study 
hours. I kno\\ k\\ pcopk· \\ ho ha,e 
thl' l'ndim_llH.'l' or thl· desire to 
spl;nd tlll·ir \\l'L·h·nd nights in a 
cuhil'll.' in Dimond l.ibrnn. 
Ho\\l'\ , . .-r. I do not kd that till· la~k 
pf illll'lldatll'l' ,1l'tl-r 9:00 p.m. on 
1-'rida, ni!!hts. should rl'fkl·t dn thl· 
nn·d · fo~ L'~ll'lllkd hours on 
Saturdm ni!!hts. 
Prl'sl·iith: thl· lihran is onl, 
opl'll unti_l ~ p.m. on tlws~· \\eden~! 
nights. This· is a grl'ill incon- , 
n-nil'lll'l'. It is dillirnlt lindin!! 
altL•rirnti-,l' stud, arl·as .1rou11;1 
c,1mpus. l'SJ'l'l'iail~ on \\l'l·h·nd~. 
Sntd~ in~ i1_1,dorms. ',1·p,11·t-mL''ilfn11· ·· · 
l'\en \omritiL·s or lr.ill'l'llllil·s is 
dosL' to impossihk during thesL' 
timl·s. I Ill'. lll"L'd is thl·n.·. l'l'-rlrnps if 
hours . \H·rl· d1;111~l·d to 9:00 p. m. 
on hoth nichts. thl· stut.knt hod, 
m.a, just 1~1h· .tlh,1111.tt!l' of th~· 




To the Editor: 
I must admit that before I read . 
the sudden influx of letters to the 
Editor about abortion. I was not 
familiar with the term "Pro-!,.ifer." 
ffowever with this new 
nomenclature known to me I now 
· label .myself as a Pro-Lifer." · 
I pose .a question which those 
who are Pro-Abortion must 
answer: are . you then •• Anti-
Lifers "? 
Do you put for.ward as your 
main thrust that killing is O.K .. 
even just'? I certainly do not ag_ree. 
- Yes · the :_problems of pregnancy 
of the single mother. brought up in 
previous letters. are very . real and 
sad. There are definite burdens 
ptaced on the mother. yet do these 
outweigh those f eelin_gs· of guilt a 
mother must experience'? There are 
the difficulties the child will face. 
great in number. but he or she(not 
an it) will never be given a chance 
to prove him or. herself capable of 
dealing ,with these problems. · 
: The original article with the . 
unborn child talking to us is. I will 
admi_t. not the best approach of 
••getting us to thmK · about 
·abortion. Hopefully we were not to 
infer that a fetus has feelings much 
less the ability to convey them. Yet 
it obviously made the readers 
reeva'luate their thoughts. 
In another letter the thought was 
raised that .. if a fetus is not alive· 
then how can it grow." I applaud 
this logic and submit that this logic 
· is valid. In our own difficulties of 
dealing with death and murder. we, 
try to remove ourselves as far as ' 
possible from the reality of the 
situation. We try to conyince 
ourselves that a fetus is not alive: it 
is! It is human! 
Do not seek the destruction of 
life, nor create an overabundance, 
rather seek the love of life. 
Life is a magnifo:ent entity ... use 
it wisely! · 
Dave Gingrich 
The New Hampshire 
MA<i(ill' MrKO\\Ti\. h.litor-in-Chid 
1.'.\ 1-1 Y ;\I>.-\ ~(S~ 11.tanal!i•il! hli11,r 
Jl ' I Ir 11.Y\.-\lTR. :\,·"·, t\li1or . 
IC" Rot ·_l llll'R. Sp11r1, hlit~•r 
.1:\\1 tiO(l\TR. 11.1.inacinc hl11;,., 
Bl' 111 (il'Rll.1:\\0. \,·,~, i'dilor 
.1011:\ 01 Tl I I' I IL h·a1ur,·, hli111r 
.IIM II.Ill I .\Rll. l'he11<• hli1or 
.IH> l'\.,.\\S. Bu,in,·" Manacn 
- C\ I llt·RI\I' S.-\l · :-..;1>l ·RS . .-\dh-rl_i,1i1!! 11.lana)!,·r 
Ad\'trtisin~ Assoriate,; Kn in Morst· F.irol \'i,.-id1 '.\,11ll'~ , Karlan 
!'.1.trl. lk,(ir.""·illi,·r, Su,: 1'\11111lt011 Starr Nrportrrs. S,111,h L1l',1utur•· 
P&tul ~tt,rri" l.aun:,1 Poll'an., · <:hri" lh.·i!rl-t:1th\.·rt! Sh.-,.,.: l.&1nc,:,in 
Asst. Businrss l\lana~r :\1111•· Roh,:rt l>an l..111Jrii:a11 • I in.la l.'11,;111!!,·r 
Hill l'ikh•·r l'li,-;1 Ru,,.,.-11 St•·"· 11.k(iihan Sn,· ll.!.:('111111! · 
Orculation l\fana~r Man Smi•h ltrp<1rtrrs · · l'a-.·al l\.foli,;,:au~ 
1>011 SI. (i.·rm;1i11 1•.·111i, \\:l1itm.111 ·su,-.111 :\lkn .1. H;un Mu•l1•·, 
('ittulati,N1 A""istant 1'irws Britfs t:dilor William lkd,o:r .ka11 1',j,,.,rlwa,r 
l).,ui: Ridi:•· llri;in ('ou•urio:r . H<loL•·r lkn,·,: K;i•l1, o·(',,1111..-II 
As.~islant nn:ulatlun As!iisC. ('hi&tf l'hoto~raphrr Su,: 11.,1.iu..- . :\11,h:,:,1 l'arl.,:r 
·(ir.:i: U,.-'1i1111ini: R,,h H""i 11,1.ir.:d llo•il.1111:•T Sand~ l'qitiri 
l'opy Rndcrs I.ab l 'rchnician .l.:nnikr Humr • !\,I.in 1'•·1111,, 
I,iarla llornkr J.,1111 l'.it,1.:r Mio:hdk l'h.imraiino: R,,1>111 l\•to:r~ 
_K~1111) .lph1ho11 , .. • -l'hot,isniphrrs . l',•nw..-1,, t'uni:ro:,...-.- Kim l'lall 
·f>.,1111;1 I aRu,· ,· Su•· 11,,tdu,: h·,li,: l);il,:, l'imh l'o,• -
M;,ric S•·•·Ldl Mar.:d llo11l,111i:o:r . .l.1\110: lka1i ftk11 l'raui:ht 
.I:•) n,· Surrdl Chantal. Kr:""·r A1i,l«·.1 lk, .l:1rtlin, l>Mkn•· (}uah•·r, 
t:diturial Assi!ilanl S1,·" l>;n 1, 1'.111, I>," k l\;,ri11 Ro:\11t1IJ, 
(~inJ , :\,lam, R,,h.:r1 h,h.·r Hill -i >mJ;n!! Mil..· Ril~, 
llri.ui l't111111ri.-r K.or.:11 Kclll Midwk !',an, Su,-.111 s.·,i1.-ran, 
;.·,irum t:ditors .lt1hn I i,•.-r :\aron h·rr.tri, Kill Smith 
Kri.in '('uurti.-r R.,1>,11 l .urJ•·n K•·n h,h · llarokl Y.iunc 
:\rril I i11dn,·r Wa,·11..- Mal.,·o:hnii, (ir•·c l·knuninc TKhnical SuPff>isurs 
(;raphk" 1\lanattrr 1•,..,~-r \t;ilh•ran (i\\~nd.,1'11 (i.irlfn,-r R,,hin ....... ,. 
:\111\ R11hi11 ti,.1!1!\ ·o·\.:il K,m·n 11;,rri, ·c,wl ,'.\ao:1a, 
(,niphk A"'istants I >,;,:i;111 St<lni•· .. ,.1111\ lla,lam ·Typi!its 
K.i•.i,· ll<1\h'f' < ·tiri, W.i!!n,·r l'ri<' ~I. llc.11h Su,an 11,mo:n 
(iinm llwa.thur,t. 1\1,,n:,· \'c.,man, - R"h lli11•1 · Kr.·n,fa lhnw 
Kati.: ('urria l'rodurtion. Assc..-i11•-· ·· •· 110,11..•• Juli•· lk;i;h 
I ,11i1 .l,1hn"'" l',·1111 1111 11.,,1 1.ori !'Iii, · 
,) '; ,:, · , , ,.-.._.1111111.i11111111i1111.·,.· !\_.1,..,_.,1_,11,iiii·•. •·•-..,._.s,!iiii,.,""~""1._..":..,:.'l,.' ...,......,...._...,.,p,i· ··-.'".;l"iiii'".-·,11 ........... '.;;'ll,.,·11•'.\•·•·.,••'.;it.,1--I. 
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University.Forum·· 
Peace and Dignity 
All the people who've been stopped 
by the police ~aise your hands! OK, 
now how many were issued summons. 
Well, you know who you are and the 
chances are good you too violated the 
··Peace and dignity of the State.'' 
According to a summons .issued me, 
I personally .. operated a motor vehicle 
upon a certain public highway, to wit 
1-93 North and did fail and neglect to 
have the said vehicle inspected in 
accordance with the regulations of the 
Director of Motor Ye.hicles. Contrary 
(this is the important part) to RSA 
266:5." . 
Needle.ss to say, I haven't been able 
to · 1ive with mys_elf since. To think I 
may have_ violated the peace and 
qignity of over 900 thousand people. I 
guess I haven_'t heard complaints frorp 
them all because they~re no longer · 
speaking to me. Actually, since the · 
incident took place on an interstate · ' 
highway, I may- have violated . the 
whole c.ouritry's rights. 
In the town of Durham, I'm told, the 
state's dignity and peace is worth 
$27 .50. That works out to about 
.00003 cents per person. I assume my 
punishment will be equally harsh. ls 
this enough? Can a man tool around 
this great state of ours without the . 
The ·u .. F.O. • • 1nvas1on 
A fire extinguisher thrown through · 
the window from the eighth floor. .. arid 
entire window thrown ft-om 
fifth ... ri1i,~rors out of bathrooms ... and 
bottles ~tnd other objects .from 
everywhere ... 
I was one of several people almost 
hit bv U FO's last weekend. I am scart:u 
and ~rngry to thi!lk that people could 
care so little about hurting someone 
else. Is there a class offered at lINH 
i-t certainly isn't funny. A falling beer 
bottle mav not seem that heavy, but by 
the time. it reaches the ground it's 
moving pretty fast. There may not 
have been ~rnyorie standing there when 
ls there a class ofJ~red at · UNH' ·where the homework 
assignm.ent •is to test the uelocity of different objects-in flight? I 
guess I just don't understand where these people are coming 
from or u,hy they are doing this. · 
Y <HI ask what kind of place · is it · 
where people could be so thgughtlcss · 
' about the s,ifcty of others'? 
Is it a house of corrections'? No! ls it 
a ·state institution'? No! Is it a school 
for delinquent youngsters? No! It is a 
llNH i"esiJl.·nn:. hall! 
where the homework assignment is to 
test the wlocity of different objects in 
· flight'? I guess I just don't understand 
where these people arc coming from or 
why they arc doing this. 
b this pastime considered fun'? !f so 
· you threw it out. but by the time it gets · 
to the ground someone could have 
stepped out of a door. or stuck their 
head out a window. 
So next time. please think before 
vou throw ... And think ho\\ vou will 
!"eel if, in your throwing fun: you do 
hurt someone. 
A sideways lookat ... JohnGlenn 
This just might be tht! man wi_th the · 
Right Stuff. It could all depend on 
how well a mm·ic of the same n~rn1c 
goes down with. the public. · · 
There arc a kw other factors that 
worry people when they think of .lo!rn 
Glenn. He supported Rea~onom1cs 
\\ hen it was introduced to the Semite. 
He oppost;d the second Stn.1tegic_ 0rms 
I.imitation Talks ·treat\ (SAi. i 11). 
No\\ he supports SALT·. and wants to 
· increase social spending.. All of which 
k,m:s the thi.nking. Dcm,xi·ats .·a fatle. 
he\\ ikkred. 
Glenn has lcarnL·d from Reagan and 
ffi.1Jizcs th~lf st\'k ;~··: :.1,;fronaut. He 
rL·aliscs that s1,·1L'. •. ~ :!:~ !!11P0 rtant as 
content. He a·pprec.iates that a lcw 
quick \\·ords to someone. or cYcryonc 
( it depends on the size of the 1i1ccting.) 
and · a heart\' farewell arc all the 
L'11:ctors need: or. at le,tst. want. . 
·, '-,~~ Jik lUJ., ... -i~"' "'a .,,- .JmUh -. nL~.-~l~~il,.~" ·'c Hi~ .. ,,, 
campaign staff try to tell everybody 
tluit there arc policies out there too. 
and doubtless there arc, but no .one is 
desperately keen to thrust them ahead 
of the man . (except. maybe the 
the moon might'well be the next US 
president, but a lot of people will not 
be happy until they -can sec that the 
Glenn campaign is based on more than_ 
Glenn has one other ,thing in -common 
u,ith Reagan: u,hen. -he opens his mouth 
u,ith an off the -cuff comment, he tends:to ·, 
put his foot in i.t. 
Mondale camp) .- , 
Glenn has one other thing in _ 
common with Reagan: When he opens 
his mouth with a.n <lff the d.1ff 
comment, he tends to put his foot in·it. 
'"'· ) )Ji~~ ~~~tlt;g~,,A1~qpo·ut :Vhc~ .~~nt to . 
the ' razzmatazz used to clCCl Reagan. 
John Glenn is running. a campaign 
based on shine and dank and on that 
old American i·cm'cd,· of .. frontier 
spirit. ~\, He. JS .the~ o.nfy man -with ,; , 
by Dan Landrigan 
proper color sticker on his winds.hield 
and slip off the ho_ok for only $27.50? 
ls This JUSTICE??? 
In a ·word, No! The perpetrator of · 
such a heinous crime· is · beyond 
rehabilitation. Trust me, I know. Why · 
I still haven't gotten the said motor 
vehicle inspected, . what arrogance, 
should s uch a person live? I'm of the 
. opinion that- a stiffer punishment is . 
called for. Perhaps force us scofflaws 
and nare-do-wells to dress all · in 
polyester to mark us as outcasts or 
maybe make us read 3 or4 years worth 
of old Fred Basset comic strips so we 
will develop character. 
I realize that aH this is now just a · 
fantasy but perhaps someday it will 
become a reality. 1 · realize I will slip 
through justice's crack ( not at all a 
pleasant experience). Please everyone 
who feels their dignity and peace have 
been desecrated by my offense, send a 
self addressed stamped envelope to: 
Dan Landrigan 
c/ o University Forum Editor • 
The New Hampshire, MUB 
Durham NH 03824 
and I will send you a personalized 
apology, suitable for framing, signed 
in my own blood or. a reasonable 
facsimile of same. 
by Donna Parker 
by Chris Fauske 
chance of doing it aside from •Ronald 
Reagan in the· movies, Glenn is the 
only man who has been there. 
Tom Wo1rc·s book The Right Stu:ff' 
. is all about the men with that vital 
ingredient: the men who went to space. 
John Glenn was one of .them. He does . 
not want the American people to 
forget that. The media wants to hdp 
him out on that score. · 
Glenn has been in the Senate nine 
years and has yet to introduce :and see 
passed a si-ng!e piece of legislation. Is 
that the rightstufffora US president'.! , 
CJ,ris Ffl11sl.·,•. 1111 E11l{lisl1 11mjor 111. 
l 1,1\·H. lwpt•s. 0111> ,/t,_y. lo ~,•t 0111 of 
1mliti,·s mu/ j,mr,mlism. I 11 1/11, 
11u•1-111linw. lw trit•s lo tlo botlr at ,,,,,., .. 
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Tickets On· Sale ·roDAY· 
at 1 :OOpm in the MUB Ticket Offic·e 
$9.50 FullTime ·unde,r Grads- ID Required 
. $11.50 Non SAF Students 
Anyone Interested in Working for · Security or 
·_ Production, There Will Be a Meeting Oct. 18 .a·t 
7:00pm in The Scope Office Room 146 in the MUB 
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~·ture 
r-r-The·tschool for8cal1/l.al''~ ·· :always a Classic 
By Marc Carrofl ._ t( 
It's rather' ironic that 
Jonathan Miller, a man who 
• -~ ""sucks on -a_/~eemingly endless 
, supply of sugar cubes" while 
working. ,f•resents the very 
existence -of critics" for he has · 
obviou~ly tried to please them 
~ with his direction of The 
Schoo/ (or Si:andel. 
The play. written by Richard 
·Brinsley Sheridan in 1777. was 
performed last Satu-rday nig~t . 
at the Johnson Theatre by the 
American Repertory Theatre.· · 
. -Usually when one thin.ks of 
eighteenth century literature. 
· boredom comes to mind. The 
classic The Schoo/for Scandel 
_was quite surprising. Although 
confusing at first. it becomes _ 
involving in · its comical and 
sa1tirical -plot. .1 
Even today it is extremely 
funny. as when a husband visits 
and were not extensive. but 
what props ·did appear on ~tagc 
looked authentic, especially_tf1e 
shoes and toiletries belonging 
to an eighteenth ·century 1_~2)'_:_ 
The Pulitzer Prize winniRg 
American Repertory Theatre 
has toured Europe and the 
Middle East. It has also been 
invited to perfonfrat the 1984 
Olympics' Art Festival in Los 
Angeles~ and has taped one of 
· its performanc;es for British 
television. 
· Its actors perform in two or 
more _ plays as different 
cha ra c.te.rs , on a Jterna ting 
nights, and rehearse their roles 
for future plays at the same 
time. · 
'The American ~- Repertory 
Theatre has -come to UNH 
· before and hopefully wi,11 come 
again. --- a trusted friend only to find hi-s 
wife hiding behi_nd · a folding 
screen. It's been done before, ,--
but Sheridan originated if a_nd · 
it has never been topped: · Joseph Surface (Tony Shalhoub), center, tries in vain to, prevent Sir Peter (Alvin Epstein) from 
The play's subject is ageless _ discovering his wife Lady Teazle (Cherry Jones) hiding behind a screen 
Although Jonathan Miller _ 
will be giving up directing after 
The School for Scandel gives 
its last showing, it would be a 
great ide~ to see the American 
Repertory_: Theatre in action 
next time, and see why a flassic 
remains l)niversal, always. 
in its appeal. It deals' with _so superbly b-y Miller. that the poinnhat the manneri_sms, viewing real people; not act,9rs. 
gossip and the inevitable . whether intended - to ~be· .of one character could be The costumes and s_et were 
_ downfall its users undergo~ Its .. rounded" or· ~•one-trait believably imitated and~ made exclusively for The 
characterizations were directed caricatures", they were exact tq_ mocked by another. We were· _Arr.i~!i~a_Q _ _gepertory '[~tc~-
· UNH Symphonic Orchestra performed at Johnson Theatre Thursday night. (Dorian Stonie 
photo) -~ · · ~ · -
Autumn ushered • lll .. at UNH 
By Patty Adall!s back . to - the 16th or 17th Duchess" singing ... Ugly bal;>y 
The sound of leaves falling century. - why cry?" 
has never been crisper than it The next set by the 20 Piano student Miyako. 
was Thursday evcnfog in the member-chon.is ·was a tribute to Shindo · 1earned the music for • 
Johnson Theater. · fa"u wi-th .. a trilogy by Houst@n the Alice in Wonderlatui songs 
T't,e· fa.ll recitals of the lJ NH Br:j_glit. -Havsky · directed the in just three days. There was no 
W<-~men's Chorus and-the UNH chorus-. a cap.pclla into difficult sign of lack of practice as she 
· ~ Symphonic Band P<\inlessl)( three ;rnd four part'harmonies-.~ mastered the scales and kept up 
carried the audience of about Bi:ised on poems by Emily _ the tempo. 
250 people through the often . Bronte ( .. Fall. Leaves. Fall"). . The ~u-dience greeted the 
u_nplcasant transition to ,,-- Percy Bysshe Shelley ( .. Rough UNH Symphonic Band with 
autumn. · · Wind that Moancst Loud") clapping and enthusiastic 
The W Qmen 's Chorus. under and .. The Sigh that Heaves the. howls ·even before they had 
the direction of Audrey Adams Grasses" by an anonymous finished tuning their instru-· 
Ha\sky. opened the program pocr. the chorus reminded ments. 
with . a , piece by Francesca those in .doubt of the beauty of Director Nicholas Orovich 
Caccirii. Aure vu/anti'. autumn. _ . led the symphony wi-th the 
· Accolifpanied by flutes. a celJo An upbeat set of songs taken- . ro us i rig Co.las · Breugnon 
and _· harpsichord. the choq1~ :.t/om Lewis Carroll's A(ice jn Overture· by Dmitri Kabalev-
st1ng the Italian opera numbtr - Wonderland bro(1ght smilc!do . sky. Each section of the'· band 
as iJ th<;y were performing for a _ th.e faces ot' the audience and . proved itself worthy. "'· 
Monkees ·make it~ 
Peter Tork doesii't· 
By Liam O'Malley _ updated the songs. 
Peter ·· Tork, an· original However, when the Monkees 
member- of the Monkees, songs . stopped, the boredom 
played Friday · night to _ an began.- One was something 
·audience at the M ub Pub which about "Feel Like a Milkshake:" 
did not receive what they_ "Goodlooker'' was a- typical 
expected. _ boogie rock song bogged_down . 
The set' opened with a blast by guitarist Scott Avitable's 
of power chords and drum roHs excess.ive soloing. - The band 
that launched into . the sounded lile a third rate bar . 
Mon-kees' HLast Train to band. They lost a major part of .· 
Clarksville." The. audience the audience, who · were 
imm·ediaiely took to the ·expectfog a fun night of old 
danceflooL One member Monkees songs. -~he originals 
moved _ his chair about the were boring, Loverboy-style 
daricing mayhem; ; C rock. . 
The song had barely ended · After · boring ·gratuitous -
when -the churning riff of drum apd bass solos (yes, 
•'Pleasant Valley Sunday"-to.re both!), Totk came to the mike 
through the P.A. ~ Tork ·to mutter-something about the 
impressively sang the songs ·next song. · 
originally sung by his fellow ··1f you don't agree with this 
_ ~Monkee.s, Mike Nesmith. _ song's politic$ then. Wh&_t? 
-Mickey Dolenz, and- Davy Yeah, start your own band. Or 
Jones. T.he band played the you might as _well go .polish 
classic tunes in a modern hard -_Reagan'S' suit.., What? The 
· rock ·· style that eff~c~ivelt TORK, page is_ 
"'\ roHtl court. . The . liTt i;ng ·. the · singers .. . Havsky stole_ the · N@rfvlk Rhapso.dy by Ralp:h 
·.;,. harpsichord o-f Sandra number when- she joined the Vaughan Williams followed _ . . . _ 
<: O'Co-npcll aided the tra~sition . choir in · .. Lullaby of the- SYMPHONY, page-16 - PETER TORK.~~~· ··the_n PETER ~ORK ..... now :: 
L-.....-.,.--~ ""'"".aii'.9'_..,..,,,.,0? ..... -""'_.._...,~:'\.si,,r,m _ ,_._..:,_..,,_.,. ,.__.. ........... ___ ,.. ... ,..¥'_ . .,.... .. ..,...,,,,, .. .,..,,.. -·'f7,..,,,,_·'W-<i< .. ,,,,..'!-,g:..i;,_,,,~.,.,. . .,, __ '\l''W ... ,,,,.',,_-.,,,.., '1',C-'l'.,.,-..,,._,.;,~t:.::~=-·~-,.."'. .... W.>:"''" ...i.7',~-:L-~"a=<s•- ~•=...,,..,,.-.(_,..__..--'.,.,,..,.~ ... ~_;,.~.,..,-....  :.~"-J 
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Light ·beers -vs. 
regular: WhO wins? . 
By Liam O'l\lalley that there are as many calories 
, UN H men and wo;men, while in an eight ounce glass ·of milk 
both agreeing that they enjoy as in a twelve ouncecan·of beer. 
beet and alcohol, have very Of 20 . UN H students 
different reasoning for interviewed (lO women and IO 
choosing their drinks. men), rpen for the most part 
One of the most contcover- thought that light- beer was not . 
sial t(?pi_cs is lighJ beef: Th~y . worth th~ sacrifice iri quality . 
have: only -beerf"a majorpartof _. and · a ·tcoholic . c'ont.ent . 
the bee'f · mjl,rket 'Since · 1975_ (generally ai least t.e:n:_percent 
when Miller introduced its less. than regular beer) and . . 
''.Lite", which is -currently tb:e. would, _not ask for or buy light . 
thi'td largest selling 1?,
1
eer·fr1 . t_he ·, ·bee/, ~, . . . . .-·r· · , · · ·· · 
colintry. The succe·ss··-ot~~•'Lh€'' .. : Wo'inen !: had a complet'eli '.. Imported beers sold at ~he Catnip Pub. (.Dorian Stonie ~photo) .. 
brqlighf other major ,\5,re_weri_es·, diffe'renf. View'. They .erijoy¢d\ as. ·meeti-ng new people and . wasn't much · better ~than ahoutten .to twelve beers. The 
tq~,, introduc~ their :O\Ym light light beerJ,ecause of its low~_r< lowering of inhibitions. . · American beers. The students · women said they .. rarely drank . 
beers. · . J'•. ~- • • caloric content and the less!'! , .. UNH offers few frustrati:on said there is' a lack of consistent more than s.ix in a night ariq 
, .}11, ConsumepRepqrt_s)JµIy_, 'filling,_ feefo{g .. They found thf relievers·,·and one:way to relieve quality in imported beers that usually drank Jroin threet, to 
1983) iln ilrticlc stiid that saving · difference in faste was nol it is to drink," one student ~:;Jid . can result from problems, iFl four beers.·,, 
calories in. light beers may · really ·· noticeable, and many , The women took taste over · shipping. · · , .· . , .. , , . . . _ 
sacrifice quality. said light be~rs were their first . the social aspects . of beer · .. Bud : is- cheap and· tastes -, _M~st.. s~uq·en,~s __ f~h_ ~hat ~h,e_ . 
, ··!'~l f you left Budweiser,' · ch9ice in beeL , . drinking. Both groups siaid 'they . ., good," said one . stt1deHt. who . ~-d~mking age IS foolish f.or . ·; 
Mjd;ielob, or Miller for_a light Almost all ·the me ii .,<. also ,enjoy ·other . forms ~ of,, -summed it up: - , ~oll~ge sti:,~en1s,. becayse be~r 
b~~r of the same brand, you'd , interyitwed rnnked price as thF< alcohol. · Both groups mentioned that , 1s so readily available, even if 
s~y_e27to50caloriesacanbut firsfpriorityinbe~et ·purchasesc;~{ , Imported beers were ' not q10stoftheird,rinkingwi!sdone you are under~ge. The 
y..o·uli sacrifice beers q1ted '.very - Taste defrnitely came second,. rated ·very-high 'by,eithe-r-greup; ,• on weekends,~ the least amo.1111t ~, J!!l~~~a.g~ -.MPJt~t§ d,,1d ,f~~, Jhat ·.,. 
gdbd for substi_tutes: rated only althou:gh spec,ial.occasiuns qalL but some students mentioned - of tirnes w_as ' t~ice a.,.i~eI:' the drinking age possibly 
gq9~,'' -the story said. · · fora higher priced heerfortlie the quality of Canadian beer, sometime5"fhe 'mehdhHfl<:·•·u1Ho hampered some college 
,An average beer has about' taste. · · _ One . student was a. Mexicap four times--a ,. week.·. . .. ,, activities. ,,, 
1 so·· ¢alories, a li-ght beer u.suaJJy -W·0men . d-ldTl-'t emphasiZ~~ bee·r fan and two preferred dark The men __ were ; _gene~fi1Jly , - ~ 
h<!.~ . about 98. Consumer ,, _,price, _.saying· that calories ari'9.·/: English ales. - heavier drinkers than the ··'we c;;in·t':go d~ncing. or go 
R<:ports said the 50 calorie taste wer:e p_riorities. · . · · For _the most . part, students women, d rinki.ng .anyw.h~rc ~o clubs, ,,fe ,_~a~.e to jusCd.cink _ 
difference is about- equal· tu · The · rrieh generally favored. · felt"the imports we're'n't ,worth frpr;ri six tq eighteen beers to :a . m •·' our, _, W9P?h one student 
foti!_pretzels. If~l~..Q)!l_~.ti2.D_ed· the_socia_l benefits of beer, suc,h . the extra_ money, ancH~~-tcasie~_ ntltht.,.alth,ough th~a':'er?gewas-<_ said, . ,,: ·, 
Bf C:Q.nsuelo, Cungreve · 
James Bond: actipn, danger, 
and" boredom? .. . . , 
Never :Sa_i, Never Again, 
starring Sean ,Connery, ·and 
directed by 'Irvin Kershner is 
fun but slow betwe·en the chase 
--- ·-:.-
~- airforce ,by,the evil SPECTRE ' exciting, time drags. ·James 
(Special Executor for Counter-:-.. · Bond battles huge sharks · in 
. in re I Iigence: ' Te.tro r1s rn ', and ~round a shipwreck on the 
Revenge. and Extortion)'forces ocean floor. · The sharks float 
· around like they've . been 
FILM _.drugged. 
··. ·When Bond .isn't_, chasing 
and fight scenes. before t)ley,. n·uke oil fields in .. qfter virlains on a motorcycle or 
fighting thugs in a hospital, he 
is rolling in bed with women 
he ~s· met hours before.· 
James Bond must find two Arabia. ·· 
nuclear -warheads that have Even in some of the sce.nes 
been intercepted from the US _ t_hat are supposed to be most 
Sean Connery is cool and 
sophisticated · Bond, but he is 
-also a bit round . in the waist. .. 
· Even baggy sweatsuits ca~'t 
hide his girth. / . 
The two best ingredients of 
the movie were the archvillai11s 
.- rich, charming Maximillian 
Largo, ( Klaus Maria Brand-
· a uer), and striking but 
.murderous Fatima (Jlush 
(Barbara Carrera). 
Brandauer as Largo displays 
a cool outside facade that 
quickly. crumbles when he is , 
crossed. When his mistress 
allies with Bond, Largo sells 
her to a slave trader, smiling all' 
the while. . . --
Fatima is like a black widow 
spider. She's dressed in 
glamorous · reds and blacks. 
· She makcs -lc)Vc to ·a man and 
then kills hiriL She tries and 
tri'cs to kif! Bond_, but he is 
made of stronger stuff than she. 
There arc the .usual Bond 
gimmicks: · a black motorcycle- . lliiiiliiiiiiiiiillliiiliii• . .· . . 
that can convert into a rocket, a ' Alun Armstrong asPefruchioand Sinead Cusack as Katherina 
lqscr watch, a pernhat- shoots . _in The Taming of the Shrew. Cambridge students had 
small bombs : _, opportunities;10 see many plays 'like this one. 
Bernd watchers have - to c l • E l d 
assume certain things about U ture in ng· an 
· their hero. He can ride better 
, than Bedouins who have been 
on horseback all their lives, he ··c .ambr;d·ge· p· rog·. r ._.a_ m' 
never musses his clothes , and f.; 
all women arc attracted to him 
on sig,ht. This-is a little h:}rd to By Rae Ann Hoyt School program. . 
swallow for the non- Wanted: A summer of Theate\,film,art,andmusic 
Bondophilc. · adventure, culture, art, and became important parts of 
I wouldn·t recommend intellectual growth . daily life in Cambridge for 58 
- ·--------. . . . . . . . . Never Say Never Again except -Ans.~er: . Six wec,~s in America~ students. ~inner_ 
Ja~,es_Bond (Sean Co~nery) and Domino (Kim Bas.singer) of to those truly loyal tot-he James Cambndge, En,gland ~ ·1th the conversations - were f ul~ ., o!. 
JV_ ey~{!,§JIJ?-~ ljJJ,!rJ!Qffl!/_•;,_r. }t(;.i;,.•~ ... ,}}j ~ ~1 :l::.: 1'¥~1 xt1y .I 1': '~~: ~~ -~. _;;:,. 1f: , . ) :v _ i~~¥9f! ~~l;i;gqo.q,::~){ '11 }±'-.~~ ~ t :~ ~ "l't);.,/,:-i'\'I \J p.l; tJ~1/,,,\i~i¼h ~-1~9£fN~~1l1~~)\~l ~. ~~1JlJ1;:f'.P~f rf,\~ir~1'f4-,l-!:¾t 
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discussions -on the- ments of Company (RSC), known-for its 
Turner landscapes, or Derek energetic interpretations, bring 
Jacobi's performance. Shakespeare's work to life. The 
Many of the students in the .,. RSC waves a wand over what 
Cambridge program were able, -__ can seem a dull, dry .page of a 
to study plays, then see them play and transforms it. The 
performed. British theater has language barrier disappears, 
a world-wide reputation for the _ and only sheer enjoymeµt 
. quality of _its perform,arices. remains. 
What better place to study· The RSC offers a full 
modern British drama _ or schedule of Shakespearean · 
explore the roots of William· . classics and new favorites. 
Shakesp~are. , ~ Taming. of'the Shrew starring 
In addition to its quality and Alun Armstrong and Sinead 
creative innovations. British ., Cusack utilized· slapstic'k 
theaie-r . is amazingly ·iitex comedy, much to the. delight of 
. Tickets for the best seats in the · audience. Derek Jacobi, 
most -London theaters cost the known from his role in the BBC 
equivalent of eight to tenUS televised Hamlet played both 
dollars. Compare that to the . Cyrano . in Cyrano de Bergerac 
cost of a Boston or Broadway and Benedict in ,Much · Ado 
show, and British theater seems About Nothing. The chance to 
an even better buy. Half price see· such a craftsman perform 
tickets for shows can be cannot be missed. 
purchased at Leicester Square. Many of the . hits of the 
. Theater going is a national·past London stage this season are 
time for the Brits, and it co.ming to the United States for 
becomes a treat for Yanks Broadway runs including 
abroad. _ Edmund Kean - with Oscar 
__ The Row Shakes~rL_)Y i_!!_~~_!:_ · B 1 ~J_ n gs I e v • . 
(continued _from page-14) 
--
Beeth,oven s Te-nth with and by 
Peter Ustinov and Tome 
Stoppards's The Real Thing. 
. Discovering information about 
the shows is easy, thanks to 
Time Out a weekly London -
entertainment magazine. 
Film buffs on the Cambridge 
program could see the annual 
Cambridge Film Festival held 
at the Arts Cinema. The festival 
included Australian films like . 
Gallipoli, the Year of Living 
Dangerously arid films from 
·India. Taking advantage of the 
various films in the festival. · 
gave students a chance to see 
how other societies view life. 
If you like art or think you 
might like art, the Cam}?ridge · 
program offers · numerous 
opportunities . to visit some of 
the finest art museums in the 
world. 
The city ·of Cambridge has a 
museum called the Fitzwilliam 
with a fine collection of 
impressionists. The weekly trip 
to London offered program 
students the opportunity to 
- .:::::- - - -- - ' 
------------TORK----------
< continued from page 13) 
visit the British Museum, the at Cambridge offered daily 
· Tate Gallery, the Victoria and recitals at noon, while the 
Albert Museum, the National college choirs sang in the 
· Gallery and the National evening; 
Portrait Gallery. The best thing · The Royal Philharmonic 
about most of the - major performed "Hooked on 
galleries is that the admission is Classks". Every kind of music · 
free. . . from folk to classical to-
e a m bridge 's summer_ , American ragtime to Gilbert 
performing art~ festival, ~he · and .Sullivan · operettas was· 
Cambridge Festival, put a wide offered in the course of the 
variety of music styles in easy festival. •----; 
reach of students in t•he UNH ·- - -- · 
pr~~ram. Man._}'. __ gf_the .c_ol!e__ges - __ 
_., _Oct. 18th _ _ 
PAU_L SHEA, easy listening_ 
. . Oct._ 19th · 
, JOEL T_~_! _~EAULT, easy listening 
_ Oct. 20, ·21, 22 . 
A YVE HUCKEl]" & The-Sm-all Parade, rock! 
band then played .. No Draft! Believer"tfiat brought couples that ·· almost every original , ·· 
No war! US Out of El to the dance floor. . _ la~ked. .. . ~ 
.Qct._?5th . 
PAUL SHEA, easy listening 
Salvador!". Ifs hard to take 
Tork seriously anyway. but •• The la~t song of the,~et was ·' Tork doesn'ti.~ow what he~~ ,- • 
when he starts mumbling about Stepp 1 n g ~tone ·, t ht~,~ doing. If he had played a set of ' · ;;:: 
politics. forget it Whatever . Mo!lkees . classic that • . Tork Monkees songs instead of.only ·· .. 
~S~phep~-~ed to. ··Valerie" and dedicated to the Sex Pistols. five out of 16 songs, the crowd , ~ 
The ban~ played a very loud. would have been bouncing-off 
Most of the audience and alJ fast. ~er~10n of the song. The the walls. If Tork doesn't 
of the dancers had left the floor . fam1hanty of the Monkees· · capitalize on · his Monkees 
by the eleventh song. One song brought the dancers back fame, he •s going to go nowhere 
observer screamed, ••Play some to the floor.. fast. . _ · -
Monkees!" One song later the .,_ . The ' encore -was a - great 
band did play a good slow · version of ·Tm a Believer" 
dance version of •·oaydrea~ __ Jou~, fast, _and_f!in. __ s~~-eth~_n~ __ : __ 
· - Oct. -26th 
JON ·SAX, guitar/vocal jazz to pop 
Oct. 27, 28, 29 . 
HIGHWAY ROCK, Halloween party · 
Happy Hout- M-F 4-6 with Snacks. 
' -Lower Square Downtown Dove; -
---~ -- .. _7 49--36_3_6__ ~ 
Homecoming 1983 
-Bo.nfire ·Pa·rade 
Lower Quad Main St. to Stadium 
6:45 p. m., Thurs.; Oct. 20 11 :15 a:m., Sat., Oct. 22 
Dancing Football Game 
MUB Pub , UNH vs Northeastern 
8:00 p. in., Thurs.>Oct. 20 1 :00 p.m., Sat.~ Oct 22 . 
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, _ .42 _Piano keys . , ·;" 6 Roger Bannister, 
ACROSS 45 Orie of_ TV pair for one • 
1 Third addendum to a 49 Little: Fr. 7 Miss Montgomery, 
letter 50 Pig - poke for short 
· 5 Wrestling _maneuvers 51 "- Maria" 8 Egg purchases 
10 Cigarette (slang) 52 ·Sweetie - 9 Tracklaying ve_hicle -
14 Met -solo 53 Opposite of post 10 - -Jeanne 
15 Hamburger garnish 54 New fork subway 11 Bumpkin 
16 Poi source 55 European beetle 12 Motor part 
17 Like grape country 56 Like Methuselah 13 Filmy cobweb 
18 Kind of soprano 57- Punta del ~ · 21 King influenced by 
19 "Des-ire Under the · 59," '.- anp his' ~ Richelieu (2 wds.) 
11 _money ... 11 23 West Virginia 
20 - cit. 61 Pirate in "Peter ,. , border (2 wds.) 
21 Moon rover ~ Pan 11 30 11 - With Love 11 
22 College course, for 62 Light bulb unit 32 Reprimand 
short 63_ Assume the 35 Hiawatha, for one 
24 - Vegas existence of 36 Overthrow of a 
2_5 Pay dirt 64 Aspen tran-sport decisio~ 
26 --wan Kenobi of 65 Pianist Templeton 37 Well-known Fr.ench 
"Star Wars" , 66 Musical syllables song 
27 Opposite. of yeh 67 Caesar and Luckman 38 Fluid in a cruet 
28 Call - day (2 wds.,) 
29 Pretty much 39 "Grease" star 
31 Adhesive substance DOWN 43 Mesmerized . 
33 River · to -the Seine 1 ' famed conditioner _ 44 .Posed (2 wds.) 
34 Well-known airport 2 A· - (deductive) 46 Parallelograms 
35 More insensitive 3 Ni'~p -ing jaw 47 Kind of gasoline 
38 Union member, at 4 Old quiz show "---"-. ,48 Finfahers 
times When" 58 And so on (abbr. ·) 
40 Spiral 5 Headquarters 60 She-bea·r: Sp, 
41 Like the Kalahari • (2 wds.) 61 Roads (abbr.) 
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·. You WANNA FORFe1r 
-. NON OR LATER ... ? -
BLOO·M COUNTY 
By BER~E BREATJI-ED 
-WIN WOK AT1Hl5 ! ~ PHONE,_ -
-f?IU., WH /CH SHOUUJ -8€, Al30t.Jr 
63 l3UCKS, 15 ONL-Y b3 t _I . . 
"AlM.l5T A5 IF ~€00'7Y HAL7 
BROKEN INTO 1H€ PHONe 
. COMPANY'S OOMPIJTE.R ANP 
MOI/W DeClMAt. R>INrn ! 
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-GORCH FOCK,_ 
( continued from page 1) _ 
condition~ an; unsatisfactory, 
but the ship can only attain a 
speed of 10 knots on engine 
_power, while optimal winds can 
sail the ship at 16 knots. 
In Norfolk, a new crew ·of 
cadets were flown in from West 
Germany t_o begin a m;w tour of 
duty, and th_e ship sailed for 
Philadelphia. 
An exchange ·program with 
Portsmouth area high 'school 
students was set tip for the 
cadets, most of whom arc 
eighteen and. recent high school 
grad ua tcs.. The .American 
students ·were bussed to 
·Philadelphia, and served on the 
, ship · during its voyage to 
Portsmouth. 
Christian Kuehner, 19, from 
· Hcrmannsburg, Germany said 
his stay with the Myers family 
of Hampton . was a -pleasant 
reprieve from his shipboard 
duties. · 
'"In ·the _morning I sleep," 
Kuehner said. "In the evening, I 
sec Hampton and Portsmouth. 
The peopl·e living here an; very 
friendly-it's · not , as in 
Germany." 
A , reception on the-
quarterdeck of the Gorch Fock 
was attended by 125 gue_.ts, 
including Portsmouth ma~ )r, 
Peter Weeks, upon its arri, 1I. 
· M id'shipman Joe hen Brar jt, 
of Luebeck, Germany, · 1as 
impressed- by the he2 :-ty 
Portsmouth reception. 
'"It looked like a very great 
party," Brandt said. '"I was 
astonished that a . little town 
i'ike Portsmouth had such a lot 
of work for only one ·ship.,. 
Although· he -al~p , admitted 
that. "Portsmouth is -not as nice 
as Philadelphia.,. 
."I have to flee from the ship," 
. satd Midshipman Andreas 
Schulz of Jelzen, in reaction to 
t·he touring crowds. He . 
· descri -bed Portsmouth, 
however, as a - .. nice, , quiet -
towh," similar to his hometown . 
in Germany. · 
- The Gorch Fock .will set sail 
for the Azores on Thursday, 
and then home· to Hamburg, 
· where the ship_ wil-1 deck 
November 28. - jn time to 
celebrate the 25th annive(sa_ry 
of its launch_ing. ~- - · 
-SYMP-HONY :.-
( continued from page 13) 
with a melodious introduction 
of flutes_ setting the tone. The 
number grew to a full volume 
crescendo that left the air inthe 
theater ringing. -
_ The slow notes· of Johannes 
Brahms' "Bles.sed Are They" 
from A .German Requiem had 
me leaning toward the s-tage in 
anticipation. What began as a 
hymn·-Jike number gr~w in . 
volume and complexity until 
the director's arms fell down 
signa_l li-ng the end. . . 
But Orovich was not done 
yet. "The Crosley March" by .. 
Henry Fillmore carried the 
concert to -the end with 
. highstepping drum beats and of 
course. the ""oompas'_' from the 
brass section. 
It's qsy to forget the cool 
winds and dark nights of fall 
when they sound as plcasanCas 
they did in the hands of the 
UNH Women's Chorus .and 
Symphonic Band. 
....__A_p_a_rt_,ne_nt_s_for_R_e_nt __ [. I 
Cozy 2 bedroom duplex locatednear Bow 
Lake in Strafford, NH, 20 minutes from 
Durham. Faculty, staff, graduate students 
or professional people preffered. $325:00 
plus utilities. Call 664-9547 or 664-9009 
after 5:00 p.m . 
AVAILABLE - IMMEDIATELY: 1 bedroom 
apartment in Durham; quiet, rural setting 
(surrounded by fields); biking and walking 
distance to UNH. _ Call Doug or Claudia 
868-2614·evenings and weekends. 
I_He-lp Wante_d J[iI] 
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer /year round. 
l:urope, S. Amer., Austral"ia, Asia, All 
Fields . $500-$ 1200 monthly. Sight-
seeing. Free info. Write · Uc Box 52-NH 
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. · 
Help · vvanted. Amotun, f"ht>tt1\3 r oµht::r· i::, 
rooking for Female models to pose for 
Glamour, Swimsuit, Lingerie and nude 
photos. Pay range $4 to $8 per hour. You 
will receive a minimum of 2 hrs. pay per 
sitting . All photos WI LL NOT be offered for 
sale, unless you request that they be sold. 
For an application write; Photo, PO BOX 
32, N. Hampton, NH 03H62. All inquiries 
are confidential. 
Work-Study laboratory technician 
wanted for Jackson Estuar-ine Laboratory 
at Adams Point. Experience in .laboratory 
procedures, general errc;inds, and 
defensive driving l:lelpful. Own 
transportation essen(ial. C_all Peter 
Armstrong at 862-2175. 
Full or Part time drivers needed. Must be · 
18 yrs or older with li·ecence in good 
standing, car with insurance. $3.35 / hr. 
pl_us tips plus mileage expense paid. 
Inquire at Domino's Pizza, 'Spaulding 
Turnpike after 4 :00 p.m. . · 
( 
LOST; 3 month · old kitten Gray w / 
- reflecting flea collar. La'st seer1 on Young 
Drive. If you have any information please 
call 868-1242. There is a REWARD. 
I_- lk_,fwen:::u~· ·A~ 
1968 Chrysler Newport. Great winter car. 
Very dependable. 4 new tires . $625.00. 
Call 868-5477 
1969 VW Bug . Goo_d condition. Radial 
front tires. lnspectable. Runs well . 
$550.00. 749-9128. -
1970 Chevelle Malibu, V-8, 307, new 
tires (chrome rims included!·), new 
battery / exhaust, recently painted-
blue / vyhite: top pin-striped, r-uns O.K. 
Looks really nice. $850 or B/ 0. Call Jeff 
at 862-3l12. Leave message. ,. 
Honda 450, 1980. Runs, needs some 
cosmetics. Call 862-2360_ days. 659-
6164 eve. Best offer, : 
1978 Datsun 200 SX, 2 Door, one owner, 
good condition. Call 431-9536 
Hand stitched, genuine indian leather 
jacket. Never used. Also, leather overcoat. 
Call Pam at 2-3208 
1980 Yamaha 650 Special II. Good 
condition, very dependable, great on gas. 
Black, custom handle bars and.seat. Back 
rest and rack. $1100.00 Call Alana, 868-
9767, 2-1644, rm. 21 . · 
1975 Toyota Celica St. Coupe. New paint, 
exhaust, brakes and radials. 33 mpg on 
recent tune up, only 68,000 miles, 
practical first car, asking $1500.00. For 
more info call Mark at 868-5241 or see it 
at 25 Main St. across from the Post Office. 
Sears Refrigerator- Excellant Condition, 
12.9 cu .ft . approx. 6yearsold. $125.00or 
Best Offer. 8-3:30 p.m., 2-1428/ Janet 
Vital information about "UFO's": booklet 
condensed from thesis-sophisticated 
ihteligence analysis. Ask for WHA l' YOU 
NEED TO KNOW at Town & Campu~. or 
send $3.00 to author (John Oswald, P.O. 
Box 652. Hampton, N.H. 03842). Arrange 
f·ee, group meeting with au·thor (write, or 
call 926-6395 after 6 :30 p.m.). 
Motorcycle for sale, 1975 Honda 550-
Four Supersport. Excellent condition, 
must sell, Reasonable price. Call 868-
5241. 
1971 Saab 96-V4, Excellent condition, 
clean. From Arizona, no rust. Call if 
interested: 868-524 l. 
Big Yard Sale-Antiques, furniture, rugs, 
clothes, fabric . 10-5 Oct . 22-23. Rain 
dates, 29-30. One mile dov1.in Ridge Rd. 
from Ridge Store on Rt. 4, Northwood. 
Two Moody Blues tickets for sale for Oct. 
23 at Portland. Fantastic aisle seats at . 
$12.50 each. Call 868-2439 .. 
FOR SALE: One pair- of red Frye boots size 
81/7 women's, perfect condition, $40.00. 
Call Holly at 868-9711 
I Servkeund Repan . ,~ 
9 to 5 Secretarial Service. Professional 
typing and word processing . Student 
papers, resume service. 18 String Bridge,' 
Exeter, NH. (603) 772-9585. 
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The Commuter/Transfer Center 
. introduces The UNH Medi_ation project. 
Come to one of _ tyilo informational" 
mettings. Thursday, October 27, 6-9 p.m. 
or Wednesdays, November 2, 2-5 p.m ._ 
Carroll-Belknap R-oom; MUB. Find out 
what Mediation really is. 
· Will do hous_e cleaning in pover, Durham 
area. References. Call 692-4736 or 698-
5_760 -
Billy Idol, Prince, Def Leppard, The Go-
Go's, The Rolling Stones and MUSIC ON 
WHELLS can be at your next party.For 
rates call John at 749-3133. 
Electronic repair-Expert -service on 
computer-and stereo equipment. Factory 
authorized repair center fo'r Epson Dot-
Matrix Printers ahd specializi[lg in 
N o r t h s t ar , Z e n i t h a n d T R S - 8 0 
Microcomputers. A-B serial switches 
$75.00. Call Field Technical service at . 
_603-664-5058. . 
Fiddle, Banio, Guitar lessons from 
professional playec. 659-2658 
I __ · .Perso_nals _I~ 
The Young Republ.icans are holding an 
organizational meeting Sunday Oct. 16, 
7:00 p.m. Hillsborough Room -MUB. All 
Students welcome! 
Forg.et Mondale! Forget Glenn! Be a 
Realist! The Young Republicans are 
holding an organizational meeting 
Sunday Oct . 16, 7 :00 p.m . in the MUB-
Hi llsboroug h Room. All stude.nts 
welcome. 
Hey Ski-ya that's you Paul D.-thought we 
forgot qbqut you, didn 'tya?Surprise. Now 
do you· know why we didn't want you to 
start the party on Wed. nite? Never get 
ahead of yourself Happy belated, hon. 
Love, Deb. and the Party Animal_s. 
Stephie B! We love you! From Ms. Naivety 
and Ms. Conservative · · 
Hey Wild L.H. and M.G.: What has more 
men.go ing in and out than the Boys Clubs 
of America-Answer : University Travel 
Motel on a .. Saturday. night. -Roro ar-id 
Rowell 
How do you know? 
Hey wild L.H. and M .G.-I think you guys 
should install gutters in you.r apartment to · 
catch the overflow so the boys downstairs 
don't swim for their lives-AGAIN-Rom 
Now that 's mean 
:Hey Mike~- (Kappa Sigma Bro) I've been 
·eyeing your body at Nick 's when you work 
there and _ it'.s about time we meet 
because I want to get one thing straight 
between us! From Mrs. Sumu Wrestler 
Dave -& Kevi'n, ' You guys are real "Party . 
machines." We owe you one helluva 
weekend!! Love Ya, the Back Seat Drivers · 
(F&J) 
Larry and Roger ... You guys are KEY! The 
Bobbsie Twins.· 
Juice, so how did you really feel waking 
up Saturday morning anyways? I wish 
everyone would quit -saying that there 's 
any peer pressure at · this University 
because you know there isn't. You·re very 
welcome. -C 
The 1984 Granite: have you or.dered 
yours yet? Forms are available in the 
Granite Office, the Commuter Center, and 
the MUB info desk. Freshmen, 
Sophomores. and Juniors must fill out the 
form or send in · the $6. DEADLINE: 
October 21 · 
Hi Cindy, Glad to-see ·""'"'"'"• -does some 
work around this establishment. -C 
Calling ,all wicked witches and wild 
worlocks!! : Get psyched to boogie on 
Friday night October 28th in the MUB 
PUB! Costumes a must! Prizes awarded 
PLUS music and your favorite DJ! Don't 
miss ·_a great time! Watch for detai ls 
coming your way SOON! 
Kari -Happy Birthday! This calls for a 
celebration in style. I hope this year is a 
great one for you! Love you , Julie 
To the 3 AGR bothers who change tires in 
the rain .. .THANKS a MILLION from NS; 
KJ. & MH 
I think they've already been thanked 
Happy Birthday Karen and -Nancy! Hey 
Nancy do you have any mind left or h~ve 
you given it all away? Karen, 20 and STILL 
a sophomore but we love you anyway . 
Hope you guys have a great October 19. 
Lots of Luv Pam, Jim, and Sue. P.S. Janice 
what the hell are you reading this for? Do 
you think we'd waste $1 and write you a 
personal? Ju.st Kidding! 
Terry, Happy Belated birthday, from all 
those cute girls in Dover who ~dor.e you . 
Sorry it's a little late, but consider who 
you're dealing with here: 
The Niche -Coffeehouse had its first 
season last semester. Every Saturday · 
night throughout , the Spring it provided 
the UNH community with a·n 
entertainment alternative, a place to visit 
with friends in a relaxed atmosphere 
while enjoying homemade goodies and 
the talent of local musicians. If you would 
like to see that happen again , come to an 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING.Thursday, 
Ocotber 20 at 1 :00 p.m in Devine 
Recreation Room, Room 7L 
Hey Trudy-- Happy Birthday sweetie! I 
just want to say I love ya & Fhope you have 
a super day! Love your roomie, Ja-ckie XO· 
Support Grou·p for victims of rape and 
sexual _ assault meets Tuesdays, 12:30 
p.m. Counseling and Testing Center. 
Further info, call Ellen Becker. 862-2090 
Craig-Sorry you had to get stuck with 
such a blowbag for a big brother but that's 
the breaks, I'll try to keep you in line. 
Javne, I'm so happy that you're my Big 
Sister! I couldn't have asked for anyone 
better-because you are the best. Let's 
have the best year ever! Love, Buffy 
The 1984 Granite: have you ordered 
yours yet? Forms are available in the 
Granite Office, the Commuter Center, and 
the MUB info desk. Freshmen , 
Sophomores, and Juniors must fill out the 
form or send in the $6. DEADLINE: 
October 21 
Great movie Saturday night! Chris·almqst 
saw u;_.,;T Hmim•.•··· Maybe next time. But 
. you 1<r10w. sometimes you·•ve just"got to 
-say what the .... ! 
I'm . never drinking Einar's punch again. 
No matter what Carol says. 
Is this constructive? Does it matter on 
Sundays? 
Hey K-ate-caught you off guard didn't I? 
You were expecting _Skate or Skatehead 
maybe? Good movie Saturday. It was a 
ohillins oxpGrionco otonding in "lino !o find 
_ out it was sold out. · · 
To 3 AGR brothers-Thanks so much for 
changing t'he tire on our '.'Porche" in the 
pouring rain .! We realy appreciated it ! 3 
Phi Mu Sisters. . 
To the girls to PKA-Great raid thursday 
night! You all looked ravishing! Love, The 
brothers of Phi Mu 
Andy & Dwayne: You know you can trust 
the keys to your tan Subaru to wo,men 
wearing pajamas especially when you"· 
meet in the back of Karl's . We're glad the 
Ghetto. was dead becaus·e the 
Greenhouses came alive. _We really are 
sophomores and we really have heard of 
Colebrook. Kelley & Heicji 
Hi Kristen-buddy of 703! Sorrythiswasn) 
in last week-I tried! Just some. advice-
Save those green M&M 's for th_e 
weekends! Well, this _is the end of your 
first official UNH Personal"! Love, Your 
buddy of 707. 
To the beautiful women of PKA. Thanks 
for a super Thursday-night you fun-loving, 
sexy wen·ches. By the way; who was the 
dreamgirl, ,(the 36-25-36 blond 
bombshell in the corner)? Thanks again 
for a good time. The gentlemen of Phi Mu. 
Now, that's getting a little too much, don 't 
you think? · 
CAMP COUSELORS:, The banquet was 
" THE BALLS" and so is the new 1984 
, _Ef e~ Staff (not to mention the ballsy '83 · 
"Crew thaf's leaving _ us ... thanks for _. 
everything!!!) · 
Sigma Nu: You; ve really turned into a 
bunch of jerks. You must have a REAL jerk 
for president! 
P.F. just wanted to make sure you were 
reading the New Hampshire as 
thoroughly as you promised. P.S. We're 
naming it Jamie, but I still like ' 'Fever" 
better. - the pasta queen , 
A Lord : l'in looking forward to seeing yo·u 
at the meeting tonight ... you know what I'll 
be wearing. B.S. 
J.D. That's quite a publication! Thank God 
I ,didn't have to type it. Congrats to you and 
all of the harcj workers on the Granite. 
Love "Stevie Wonder" 
MIR Any time you get to Rub her face in it 
when you visit the Ortho Man, By all 
means go for it. 
J: re constructive times: I figure· it is 
probably Constructive all the time . Sorry I 
missed the Big Chill and Risky Business. 
Carol : Why are you always here? 
Well Beth, Tuesday is .here. Fun, huh? 
NicE:) meal Sturday Chayne. 
Linda I·_n-i really_ looking forward to 
tonight . Joke. Tomorrow morni-ng should 
be O.K too. 
Beth. Quentin and Alison, guess who's 
your new neighbor! See you soon. April. , 
· Will M.J. please stop by the Student 
Press? -1 miss her . · 
- 1 am a sm«II kitten with huge yellow eyes. 
and I'm waiting for two . nice people to 
adopt me and make me·one of the critters. 
Mew! 
Pesky Anniversary to you, my favorite 
moose. Love. your mushy girlfriend .. 
Mew! Mew! I can 't wait much longer! 
What are you waiting for? 
If you 11·ave something to say, write a letter 
·10 the editor or a forum article. 
Well Jane and Bingo. hope ydu -surv1ve 
the -exam. I may need a fix of popcorn to 
get over this one . Patty. 
Gil. I hope you got rny ri1essage about 
dinner on Thursday. 
Carol. hoJ)e your fingers don't fal·I off 
while you're typing . 
Molly C. a'nd friends, I hope that you have 
a g~eat time at the Dead concert. Molly 
you d better be ill class Wed. night 
because you· have my notes . Have fun!! 
L1saB. or LB (Boylehead). I hope that you 
hilcl a good weekend . I d1cln't really feel 
guilty about dragging you out Thursday 
nigl1t . I woul_d of 1f you had not been dated 
on Friday! (you know what I mean .) Next 
w eekend we will have to top this .l')ast one 
with hoth of us partying BOTH Fri . a"nd 
Sat . nights. right? Your horoscope says 
that you c,rn't possibly have any more bad 
days like last Friday for at least another 
month! That includes the embarassment · 
of being with your roommate when she 
drops he"r shake in Arby's . 
'On the whole the crowds were very well 
behaved and · all the events ran very 
smoothly. The SUPERFEST people really -
run a class operation.' 
To Ernie, rviatt, Pete, Bert,Paul,Jim, and 
· William, the men behind SUPERFEST '83 
You have exhibited a spirit and 
d~dication to perfection that is unparalled 
at UNH . . Congradulations men, and may 
your success contin~_e 
The SUPERFEST '83 committee would 
like to thank the Gibbs Hall'administration 
for their whole hearted cooperation on . 
this past weekend's festivities. ·we 
appreciate Residential -Life's support, and 
we sincerely hope that our relationship of · 
mutual trust and cooperat ion can 
continue,' said J. Guillemette, 
spokesman for SUPER-FEST '83. 
'Durham fans are ·the greatest if;l the, 
world. The SUPER-FEST was just 
unbelievable, the people were so warm, I 
just loved being there,' said John Narva 
following his appearance at SUPERFEST 
'83. 
OK, I only got time for .. : ... 30.40 more 
personals. 
Maggie, your t,air is very nice.You look 
much less th in , even if you are a fuzzhead, 
besides being an airhead. · 
Beth, here is your personal.HI Beth.how 
are you? Oh, things are going badly eh? 
Mamasay ..... .. News.is boring but at least 
you can sing, unlike another news editor I• 
know. · · · 
'SINGE was brilliant; the brightest star in 
today's dismal music -scene', Gene 
Shall it, NBC . . -'Those· · boys ,can sing ' 
P.Carigan, Sporting News 'Fresh, 
innovative; remarkably talented.SINGE is 
Beatles of the 80's ' J_· Bean; Symphonie 
Times . 'Theys bad ' Styles Bitchly, Painting 
. the· Bus . · 
J_udie's laugh could pierce a man 's brain 
cells, and leave 1-)im -severely paralyzed. 
Judie, I-'. m sorry, . . :. 
Carol, you are the best, the greatest, the 
m0st remarkable, kind sensitive, and 
dedicated person that l. .... .. must I go on. 
Patty.you're wonderful and we all love 
, you. 
Teeny-Where'd you get the new helmet 
fuzzhead? soo goofy_ 
· .So now Ralph the sports editor is writing 
features, eh? Congrats Ralph. Keep it up. 
Hey' Hoser sorry about the negs, I'll have 
them for you today. 
Here's a special' THANKS to the 
breakfast.all night person from Saturday! 
·Mama se, ·Mama sa; know what I mean 
Beth? 







Teeny-Where'd you get the new helmet 
fuzzhead? soo goofy 
So now Ralph the sports editor is writing 
features, eh? Congrats Ralph. Keep it up. 
Hey Hoser sorry about the negs, I'll have 
them for you today. · 
Here's a special THANKS to the 
breakfast.all -night person from Saturday! 
Mama se, Mama sa; know what I mean 
Beth? -
Hey Jim; the Gorch what? 
Hpw can yo_u: 
find a _ room ate, 
sell a car, 
get a job, 
or 
say "hi" to. a. friend? 
Write personals I! 
. . . 
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· undergraduate . house · council living in Babcock, a graduate "We want the bill to·. be as 
and that its residents pay the student dorm. close to perfection as possible," -
student actiyity fee to qualify _ : The bill was set aside Rock said. 
for represef!tation. Each _ mini indefinitely because "senators .· Barrett is confident the bill 
dorm would be able to have one ·were worried - that graduate -- - will pass and has already held 
senator since each house does students would influence the elections fbr · the five new · -
have their own undergraduate - undergraduates' ·vote,'.' ·:said senators. \ . 
council. _, _ Jamie Rock, Studenr Body Ela-ine Davis, a senator-elect 
The need for b e,tt er President. As a result the. idea for W O()c:iruff House, is pleased 
representation for the mini for greater · tni-rii d-orm the mini dorms might have. six 
. dorms was brought to the · representatfon was also -killed. new senators. She has been to 
Senate last spring in a bill that This fall the proposal was every Senate meeting this yec!r 1 
also asked for a senator to resubmitted a·nd revised ·with btJt has not been allowed to · 
r~pre~ent the undergr~duates m.ore-'soecific qualifications . vote . 
- . - . - -~ •._ -~ ~. . {/ ., -- ' 
-- . :------..:_ 
'Souos, :~ --
saralfs~- -. _· -
·. sandwiches • . 
:beverages. ~ -
' . 
in .,t_he Railroad Station across 
Main Street from.the Field House 
-ICE CREAM.CONE 
_ flavor:-of-month 
· : ':Almond Joy 
~ . ·Try our ·--· --- ~ __ ....__ . • ... 
, · -
- - IISJIIOJIID· 
· Take a 'Bowl 'to . the Foelhall Game I 1 ·1 
served all day--everyday. (M-on. - Sat.) ·--
. . - . . 






A ·one-hour, one-act dramatization qf the 50-year friendship of the 19th 
century suffragettes, Elizabeth Cady Stant'on and Susan B. Anthony. 
. ·~ . . ' . ' . . . 
Wednesday, October 19, 1983 - · 
in H:orton .204 
· at7:30 PM-
No admission .charge for this event. 
A question and answer peri_od will be provided- at the end of the production.::· 
- - Uh ivers ity of New Hampsnrre ' ~, - -
celebri t~ Series 1983-84 ~ 
Ze' eva .Coben 
-and Dancers 
8 p.m:; Thursday, October 27 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, Durham 
· General Tickets $8, Faculty & Staff $7 
UNH & NH High School Students & Sr. Citizens $6 
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290 
10 a.m. -4 p.m., Monday-Friday 
N.orman 's Hair · 
Styling 
_ In honor of our 25th year 
· in Durham, we've changed qur looks. 
we've lowered ou{ prices ... 
·HAIRCUT 
_ Reg.$8.09,-Now $6.00 
SHAMPOO/CUT 
Reg.$8.00, Now $6.00 
_SHAMPOO/CUT /BLOWDRY 
Reg.$12.00, Now $9.00 
_PERMS 
-each to include 





4 Ballard St. 
Durham, N.H. 
(Next to TiQ. Palace}, 
868-2431 .. 
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-------SOCCER---------
Pompien, C-loutier and 
Worcester al-I meshed in with · 
the existing ' line-up. enabling · 
UN H to continue its relentless 
attack. 
In a period of seven minutes, 
Seth WorcestGr was respc.rn- · 
sible for a 4-0 Wildcat lead. 
First. with 24 minutes gone 
in the half. Worcester made a 
great trnp and volley·which was 
just steered wide by a •diving 
goalkccpe,:. On the ensuing 
corner kick. Walters hooked· a 
superb ball which- was headed 
for the far upper . corner but 
ended up being accidentally 
nodded in by a UV M defender. 
< continued from -page 20) 
_change. And different people 
were involved too which is a 
real plus," commented Gc!rber 
afterwards. · · 
Unfortunately the - second 
half bore the ugly tendencies of 
a one sided . game; UVM. 
frustrated and an-xious to get 
back in the game, endlessly and 
needlessly ran into Chidckel as 
he scooped · up loose balls .. 
. Elbows. legs and fists started- to 
· fly qn ne.arly every play until 
finally the referee pulled out the 
yellow . cards to settle things 
down. 
_Substitutions. ca:me freely. 
Seeing plenty of action were 
Proulx: Ha.ring. Fontaine., 
Muse. Huber. and most 
notably Steve Bracy at 
midfield. 
The last substitute of the day 
coming up with a couple .of 
saves. 
.. After so many tough ones 
this year for Adam I thought it 
was nice to let his efforts be · 
applauded. He\ played well all 
year, keeping some of those one 
goal losses tight and preserving 
a few wins too," explained 
Garber. 
After . the' final . whistle, 
players. paren_ts. friends· and 
coaches stood around in small 
groups talking and laughing. It 
had been awhile since this tea.m 
bad a chance tb relax_ and 
celebrate. Four one goal losses 
and a pair of exasperating 
double overtime . ties were 
starting to take their toll. That 
was. of course until Sunday 
afterno_on. For once the ••only 
PAGE NINETEEN 
Moments later Worcester 
came through on the left .side. 
took it deep and bent a hard left· 
footer between un out:.tretchcd' 
keeper and the post.. This 
wrapped up the scoring in one 
of the finer 45 minutes in UN H 
soccer history. 
"Everyone just. seemed to put 
it tog.ether today. I was relieved 
to sec us score some goals for a 
. ·came in the waning minutes as 
Keeper Adam Chidekel left the 
game basketball sl yle to an 
appreciative- ovation. Joe 
Kenney maintained the shutout 
over the closing moments, · 
ifs" could be shelved, and 
replaced bv the ··wasn't t_hat 
great when's." 
Now 3-5-2, the Wildcats host 
the Big Green of Dartmouth at 
Lewis Fields on Wednesday 
afternoon. 
The UVM goalie make a vallian·t effort, btit UNH was too 
much · for Vermont in Sunday's 4-0 shtitout.(Jim -, Millard 
photo) . · 
Field Hockey shuts out Northeastern, Rhode Island 
By Ellen Prau_ght 
The UN H liclu hc>ckcv team 
picked t;p t \\O hig wins ,igain~st 
N orthcastcrn a1iu lJ nin;rsity of 
Rhode lsli1nu. respectively. 
They arc currrntl) ranked sixth 
in the · nation and have the 
abilit~' and potrntial to go c,vcn 
higher. 
The Northeastern- game on · 
. Thursda,· marhu the rifth 
shut-out- !or goalie :: Robin 
Balducci. The team pl,i)-'t;d well 
considering it- was tlici'i' first 
time Oil astrottirf all season. 
The Wildcats kit little pressure 
l1;om the oppoosing squad and 
were able to score a total olfive 
· g-oals. 
from .offense to defense. Thi"s .their fourth goal. Again they 
__ play_ing style .lead tq the second were ahlc to •capitalize on a 
· goal of the game. Arter an corner play. The bal-1 was 
offensive drive upfield which passed in from the wing to 
caught the Rhode Island go~lic ~ ~ areri Geromini who tapped it 
oil guard. Heather Rcyn Slds t·o Barb Marois · who. with a 
was a hie to drive the hall past very powerful drive. was able to 
the opp·osing goalie with blow it past the- other goalie. 
fantastic acc(Jracy. The Wildcats never once let 
- This game was marked hy up on the Rho.de Island team. 
teamwork. The forward line Cullinane pfayed a very good 
played well together and was game and kept the Wildcats 
ahlc to complete passes amcrng n19mcnt um .strong throughout j 
one ·another. Karen Gcromini tw~) half's ·or piay. Her hustle 
and Mary Ellen Cullinane paid . oil when she scored an 
tcamcduptogethcrtoscorcthe unassisted goal by out 
• final goal of the half. Gcromini rnanuverin.g the Rhode Island 
p-asscd to C,ulhnaric who didn't goalie. 
even break her stride when · UN H finished · the game 
rccci,ing the ball and w,is able strongly and never felt much . 
to score on the run. · prc-ssu1-c frc)m · the opposing 
- ·_ With less than five minutes ; <)tfrnsc . With· this win under . 
ldl in the first 1half there was a · their bdts. the Wildcats _ 
collision between two players. boosted thdr. re~ord to .10-2-1. 
The lJNH girl was shaken up After the ga.mc. co-capt,iin 
hut · uninjured. · The Rhode · Robin Balducci conimentcd on 
Island giri ·was more seriously t_he teams progress, ··we . arc 
huFt-,~ ,ind wa_s taken. to the playing really well. our passes 
Wentworth-Douglas hospital . arc accurate. and things arc· 
. · Lasi Saturda)'. the licld 
hocke,· team extended ·their 
wjnni;;g streak v.ith .an6ther . 
shut-out of li,c goals to none. 
The lirst half was started with a 
l.ot of hustle by the Wildcats 
which resulted ·in three goals. 
The first one was on a cor-ncr' 
play. Mar> Ellen : ,Cullinane 
p:assed the hall into I.auric 
Leary from the \\ ing p6sition 
and I .auric ,,as ahle to dri,e the· 
hal.l .right past the Rhode Island 
for a potential.neck injury . Due beginning to click." 
to the incident the game was The Wildcats travel to 
delayed hy about twenty-five . .Providence Wednesday. and 
hlinute,s.- their next home game is 
Field Hockey · recorded two shutouts this past we·ek, and are 
·currentry nnked 6th in the nation.(Jim Millard photo) 
. goaliL' . · -
lJ NH utili1,ed theii:· ruirning 
a-hllit, throttghout the rn·tire 
garm< They mmccl the hall well 
The - second ha IL like the . Saturday against U Mass. at 12 · 
first was_ dominated by llNH. · noon. 
It d id.n 't_ ta kc.them long to score · 
Wonien .runllers win, 
Women's Tennis 
hack on track . 
· competitiye manner. Singles 
By Kathy Johnson · players- Lee . Robinson and 
The UNH women's tennis · S.haron Gibson took . their 
8 · P tt Crawford · · · ;\ season. '"set a collegiate and d h · · d t 7 2 -Y a y . Scnrnr co-captain nnc teamuppe t e1rrecor o - , m_·atches to three sets before 
·1·1 lJNH ' · · 1·1· course PR." said Krueger. f h ·• Rh d I I ·ct 1e womens cross Miller put _111 a strong c ort to a ter s utt1ng out o e s an winnmg. - Shelley . White; Ann 
country team upped its rc1:oru linish second at 17:42. Kcq1an \\as the third to cross 9--0 on Saturday. G Sherer, arid Cornelia 
to 4-1 last Friday hy defeating "At the two-mile m,1rk:'saiu the finish line at 17:56. -~ After winning 9-0 at Colby · S~llivan all won qui~k, two set 
UConn and USM 20->5-77. Millcr. .. l\\asinfrtrntolMaria - l.ikc . Miller. Keenan ts onThursday,theteamwas_able matches. 
respectively. ( I-a hy") . But the gap,, as11't that · ra nke(I on UN H \ · Top 15 to repeat . their outstanding In doubles, the # I team ·of 
. "It was ·a special da> lor the hi!.! and she was rurn~ing too times. Keenan\ timL' puts her in performance fo·r the crowd at Chris Stanton and Diana 
. " 'J H I ·(' I ... h. I· I 1· I " c'l 10th pl:1cc tic. h A W I h h scrnors. sat cac. · oac 1. well to sta, c 1mc. or on!.!. - ome. my a s won er · Fischer quickly · defeated thei·r 
Nancy K rucgcr ... because it "With oi· "' itlwut first pl}ce. ·Tm pli..'ascd '' ith my time. ninth consec.utive singles match opponents 6-3,- 6-2. Hilary k d ti . 1·· I ti . . I · 1 1 h · hut am·cspeciall_,· happv for the · d t· d · th #I mar c 1c1r ma race on 1e1r ,, though. kc gooc. a out .my J to remain un e eate in e Branch and Wendy Crowe still 
lfrrn1e course.'' . run and \\ ith the team\ seniors." said Keenan ... It spot for UNH. Because of her remain undefeated as a team in 
.. This not_ only got them up ·: performance." Miller said. meant a lot to fht;m hee-ausc it outstanding record, Walsh has the#2 spot afterwih_ning 6_1, 6_ 
ft)r the race. hut it psyched the Mi Iler\. 1 7:42 ti me also · · was their last home meet." a good chance of being seeded _ 3. Marney Dean and Lise) 
I · II" I · · Senior · co-captain Ma1_·v h N ·E I d · h d ot icr two teams up as.we · s ,e affects her ranking on the Tilp J at t e ew ng an sat t e en Banker, who have only lost 
d.d d Ellen l_{osc finished behind f th th a c · I 5 · All-Time' times for the O e mon ,• once as a team, played an· ( , oh· 1·· t I I ti - Keenan at 18:08. ..E b d I d · mi -· mg irs Pace or 1c UN H course. Last season she very O Y Paye very outstand'ing match in . the #3 
,J l)(' ' M . L I _; 'Tm pr_·ett\' disappointed II,, 'd UNH h R uav was onirs ana ,a 1'· ranked 11th at 17:49. The · J we , sai - • coac uss position, winning 6-0, 6-2. 
S . ,- n1pl--t ,- 1 the 1 I mile n~n · because I didn't get my PR. but · M c d ••w , e ga·n·ng , -icco l:l:u -. ·· ·_ seven second improvcri1ent · c ur _:y. er 1 1 U_ NHwasscheduledtoplay 
I I (~ II W I t r_m ,happ'-' overall because as a 1 • d · · t -uoug 1 0 cgc ooc. s a · puts - M illcr in a 5_th place tic J experience an everyone ,s m BC today but that, has ·b_een 
17 ..,6 team. we did rcallv well." said d h · · I ct·1· ,, :., · with llNH's Bctb Clark . Clark . Rose. - · goo P ysica . con -1 ion. cancelled due to BC's midterm: 
· ., he W i Idea ts. ho\\ 1:.'\ n . ran at 17:42 in 1978; - l'l:te team was avenging their schect·ute. UN H's ne~t match 
ll.0111·111:1t•·c.l the racch,_ daiming 1 · I K K This Saturday .at 1 :OO p.m. loss to Prov1·dencc as· all pla_yers" • • - .. - · IL'S 1n1a n_ L'rr_, .. ecnan. - · · w1ll be aga1·nst ·Northeastern on 
I · ~ · · · - t·t,,, W1'ld 1 ,;1ts will he compding · d f d h · · · . · · . t 1L' next _.; ·pns1t1lins. · · I · I I · · .. .., · · e eate t e1r opponents m a W d d · 
\\ 10 is a so w,1ng a strong aoainst URI. l!VM and UMass . . . e nes ay. - , 
·~~~~~~~~9!-£~~~·-~--~~- .. ~~~--~~~-~ "'t~~T}?"~~,~.1&;~, ,.J;.~'6..N-A,."~~~~2&~.~•~-S~-~--=,.E~--.. ~ ,;:~~~~~~~V'~~~~~~~t'i:.~a..1&.-'!it!~~~-..,.r..o~ 
r---
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Sports 
Wildcats and Garron crush Lehigh, . 52-28 
By Aaron Ferraris Lehigh was unable to break 
-- The UNH Wildcats blew out down. 
the Lehigh · Engineers 52-28: On the other side of the ball, 
Saturday, as tailback Andre t~e defense played spectacu-
Garron scored five touchdowns larly -at .times, mediocre at 
and q_uarterback Rick LeCierc others: they did play well 
threw for four touchdowns. enough to win. 
Garron, who has twelve The defense broke up 8 
touchdowns this season(nine in . passes, had 2 interceptions, 
the last two games), scored on - sa_cked the quarterback twice, 
runs of 92 ya-rds(opening kick- - and tackled four runners for 
off). 27 yards~ and 4 yards and losses. · 
passes of 27 yards and 63 yards. The defense also gave up 28 
But he was not the only story _points. With the Cats scoring 
of the game: quancrback Rick 52 points, it is ;;icademic. but 
LeCierc, 11-15 for 286 yards. the outcome was still in 
threw four , touchdowns and jeopardy until the end of the 
tailback Curt Collins, 3 · th i r.d quarter when the 
receptions for 105 yards, also Wildcats built their lead to38-
caught two touchdown. passes, 21. 
the second clinching the game The special teams played 
for the Wildcats. exceptionally well, except for 
While much can be said an , occasional - shanked punt. -
about the offensive backs. All season the special teams' 
credit is due to the offensive play has been a bright spot for 
line. _ the 3-3 Wildcats. Return men 
.. The offensive line is the key Dave Wissman and Garron are 
to .the success of the backs- if among the leaders in returning 
R'ick( LeClerc) gets the time, kicks in the Yankee Confer-
he'Ir. put the ball right in your ence. 
mitts", said Garron. With the offense opened up 
UNH's Rick Leclerc (14) gets protection from his line, including Paul Dufault (67) and Mike 
With Co-Captain John and scoring points and the 
Flanagan healthy and Paul defense staying tough, the 
Dufault filling in well for the Homecoming _ game against 
injured Brian Saranovitch, the Northeastern, Saturday, could 
offensive line was a force that be very similar to this one. 
Paul Sweet,left, makes l!resentation to Hall of Fame inductee 
Paul Toolin/28, who was an undefeated runner at UNH.(Jim 
Millard /photo) 
Shriner (31), against Lehigh Saturday.(Bob Fisher photo) , · 
Hall of Fame inducts 1 7 -
By Steve Langevin 
· seventeen outstanding 
individuals were inducted into 
the UN f-1 100 Club Athletic 
Hall of Fame, at a ceremony 
Friday night. · 
The inductees were chosen 
based on their excellence 
during their playi_ng or 
coaching careers at UN H, their 
contributions to the athletic 
program and their current 
success. 
· Two of the i'nductees. A. 
Barr Snively and -Henry 
· Swasey. are so distinguished 
that they each have a place . 
named in their honor on the 
UN H campus: Snively Arena 
and Swasey Pool. Snively owns 
more victories than· any other 
coach in UN H lacrosse history. 
while Swasey is the all-time 
winningest baseball coach at 
UNH. . 
Several , of the inductees 
played in more than one sport 
while at the University. Charles 
Broderick was a four-year · 
letterman in both football and 
baseball, and captained the 
1918 football squad. Ted back tq coach the players that 
Wageman lettered in football, the ye.ar ·before had been his 
lacrosse and bo~ing in the early teammates. 
1930's. Rill Haubrich played ··1 was really concerned early 
and coached both football and as to how the players would 
basketball and was - the co- .react _to me." Vigneau said ... , 
captain of the 1950-51 · 1 now have -their respect as a 
basketball team and captain of coach." 
the undefeated 1950 Wildc.;:it. ·Tm really comfortabl_e now 
football squad. A!~.9 _t\1_~~~ and I think that's a tribute to 
Flaherty. who received letters the kind of players we have here 
in football. basketball. and at UNH." added Vigneau. 
outdoor track while at UNH. Vigneau also felt that 
Four of the athletes - were although the overall talent of 
drafted by the pros: Cliff-Cox, the football teams now are 
Jeff Allen. Dave Rozumek. and probably better now. the 
Jamie Hislop. outstanding players of the 
previous years, such as Bill 
Burnham and Jeff Allen. will 
never be matched. 
Cox. an All-America_!l 
hockey player while at UN H. 
came back to UNH after 
playing pro for two years and 
· just earned his PhD here. 
Allen. one cit the finest 
quarterbacks in UN H football 
history. led the Wildcats to two 
Yankee Conference titles and 
two trips to the NCAA 
Division 11 playoffs during his 
fin~I three years. _ 
The rest of the inductees 
included track - stars Paul 
Toolin and Ed Styrna. skiers 
Ernest Pederson and Ralph 
Townsend. Hockey goalie Rod 
Blackburn, who was once 
credited with an incredible 102 
saves in one game against BU, 
and football great Dick Eustis. 
who captained the 193 I team. 
Hooters trounce Vermont, 4-0 
- -Rozumek. one of the premier 
linebackers at UN H, was the 
first UN H player to make it in 
the NFL. He recently retired 
Some of the athletes were 
surprised, others excited and 
all were happy to be reunited 
witb their former teammates. 
'Tm real excited. I feel like a 
freshman being _ recruited 
again," commented Jeff Allen. 
.. It's great to see the guys again. 
I wish I could keep in touch 
with them more.'' 
'y ~- Barr! ~othes . towards the UVM goal. The 
,_l he offensive drought 1s ball glanced down_ off Peter 
over~ ---. Spiegel's head into a group of 
The UNH Wildcats equalled players from which Pilot 
their total output from the emerged and placed it past a 
previous five games, destroying mispositioned Ca ta mount 
the UVM Catamounfs 4-0 keeper. · _ 
before a . large crowd at Lewis The nex·t ten minutes 
Fields, Sunday. contained most if not all of 
People were still unfolding UV M's serious offensive 
their ·chairs and planting threats. Dead ball kicks from 
themselves on the sideline gras~ 30 to 40 yards out were nearly 
when Mike Pilot started the converted. But Chidekel 
onslaught at the five -minute covered the dangerous balls 
mark. . and other attempts were luckily 
From 20 yards ,out on the left_ · just off the mark. _ . . 
wing, Mike Neff sent another At the tail end of that ten 
of his long, accurate throw-ins minute stretch. UN H fin~lly 
· broke upfield. and within thirty 
seconds had their second goal. 
Jamie Walters controlled a 
loose ,midfield ball. dribbled 
cautiously at the top of the 18 
yard box. and then started _a 
tight give and go with Pilot. 
The plc:1y didn't quite click and 
the· ball squirted off to the right 
where Spiegel slid through to 
slam home _his fourth goal of 
the season. 
With a 2-0 lead arid a decided 
edge in play. Coa<;h Garber 
went to a bench that was as 
_ hungry as th6se it replaced. 
SOCCER, page 19 
from the Kansas_ City Chiefs. 
Hislop captained the 1975-76 
Wildcat hockey team and now 
plays for the Calgary Flames of 
the NHL. · 
Grady Vigneau. a lineman 
who was named All-New 
England. All-East. and All-
.American his senior year at 
UN H. has now returned to 
UN H as the offensive line 
coach for the football team. He 
was concerned about com~ng 
_ .. It's a geat honor for me 
especially being so young," 
added Dave Rozumek. 
·Tm really surprised and 
pleased." said Bill Haubrich ... I 
didn't realize-that I was of this 
caliber, ' it_'s a great honor." 
The Hall of Fame exists as a 
reminder of the. ' tradition of 
UNH. It helps instill future 
UN H athletes with pride a.nd 
respect for their school. 
